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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background — The X7th Annual Report of the Board of
Education,

Massachusetts 1354# presented a criticism of the

school houses then in use.

The typical school of the period

had Inadequate lighting, insufficient ventilation, insuffi¬
cient blackboards or blackboard space, poor heating facili¬
ties, inadequate toilet facilities. Inadequate or no water
facilities. Inadequate means of exit, insufficient floor
area for the number of pupils housed. Inadequate playground
area, and the school was poorly located*

Of over five hun-

dred schools Inspected, none were found to be satisfactory *
on the basis of the standards of the Board of Education 1854*

At the time of the report of 1854# Leverett supported
eight school houses of one room design*

The town ranked

298th of 325 towns in the amount appropriated per child be¬
tween the ages of 5 years to 15 years attending school dur¬
ing the school year 1852-1853#

The appropriations for public

sohools of Beverett were far below the median for the state*
Thus, it may be assumed that the school houses of Beverett
were at best typical of the school houses of that period,
and at best, inadequate in the eyes of the Board of Educa¬
tion of 1854*
A new school was constructed by the Town of Leverett in
1890*

This was a one room building which provided little

1* 17th Annual Report of the Board of Education* The CommonwealfeoTIBSag^^
-

•*

nnsr FLAG RAISING ON LEVFRFT 7
SCHOOL AUGUST jo
PLATE I
Leverett School,

1890 • 1950

more than newness of materials and failed to meet the stand*
ards presented by the Board of Education of 1854*

This

school, shown in Plate X above, was not only the last school
constructed in Leverett during the 19th century, but was the
last school to be constructed in Leverett for the following
sixty years*
The 70th Annual Report of the Board of Education*
Massachusetts 1905-1906, presented a ooramendary on the ad*
vance8 made in school housing facilities in Massachusetts
during the latter part of the 19th and early 20th century*

•

4

*

This comraendary could not be applied to the school houses
of Leverett, for there had been little or no change in the
type of facilities provided.

It may be pointed out, however,

that the school houses of Leverett were now no longer typi¬
cal of the school houses of the period, and were consider¬
ably lower in standard than ever before.
During the period from 1850 to 1900, the number of
classrooms in use varied somewhat, eight being the maximum.
After 1900, the maximum number of classrooms in use was six,
until 1930 at which time five became oonstant for the fol¬
lowing twenty years.
Move Toward New Construction — In 1933# Edwin J. Harriraan, in his Report of the Superintendent of Schools, rec¬
ommended construction of a consolidated school, under the
Rational Reconstruction Act.

By that time, a number of the

sohool houses of the Town had fallen to disuse and in order
to provide classrooms,

two structures which were not Town

property had been converted to classroom use.

The feasi¬

bility of a six year high school was suggested In 1934 by
Superintendent of Schools Harrlman.

A committee was appoin¬

ted in 1934 At the Annual Town Meeting to consider the ad¬
visability of providing a central school for all elementary
pupils in Town.

This committee reported unfavorably, and

therefore no constructive action was taken towards providing
adequate classroom facilities.

That a definit© need ex¬

isted for new construction is evident by the School Report

m p m

for 1935# In which the Superintendent of Schools Edmund R*
Sawyer stated# "The number of pupils in our schools is In¬
creasing* Several rooms are now taxed to capacity*r’
From 1935# no further recommendations or action was
taken until the 1944 School Report# in which Hr* Edwin A*
Cox# Superintendent of schools* suggested# "Perhaps it would
s

bo wise to Include in the postwar plans of the Town of Lover*
ett# plans for on up-to-date consolidated school building."
In the following year# 1945# Hr* Cox again reminded# "and
once more I should like to emphasise the need for a modem
consolidated school for the pupils of Leverett*"

By this

tir?ic the existing school houses had become subject to con*
damnation by the state building inspectors and wore operat¬
ing on temporary building permits*
\

%

Special investigating Committee of 194& ~ Action was
taken by the people of Leverett at the Annual Town Heating#
February 4# 194&# at w*iich time it was voted that a committee
of five be elected to investigate the matter of building a
*

consolidated school building*

The Special Investigating

Committee presented its final report which was approved and
accepted at a special Town Meeting on December 17# 194&« In
this report#

the Committee stated Its objectives had been*
/

l*To determine the type and technical requirements of
the building needed for school purposes*
2* To Investigate other desirable uses for the build¬
ing*
3# To determine what requirements the building site
should have from the standpoint ofs

6
a* location*
b* physical characteriotico .from the standpoint
of drainage and exposure*
o* playground facilities*
s

d* transportation of pupils*
The Committee presented a statement of conclusions
reached and made the following recommendations:
1* Me recommend that the selectmen of Leverett be lnstructed to purchase the following described site
for a sum not to exceed $1500* and that this pur*
chase be made as soon as possible* *•* This tract
of land consists of about nine acres* ««*
2* Me recommend that a consolidated school building
coiasittee be established* this committee to con¬
sist of five elected members* the selectmen* and
the superintendent of schools*
3* Me recommend that the Consolidated School Building
Committee be Instructed to hlro an architect to
draw up and submit to them suitable plans for a
Consolidated School in Leverett* **»
4. We recommend that no work be started on a Consoli¬
dated School Building in 1947 for the following
reasons:
a* Inflated costs*
b* Pending possible stato legislation granting
towns under 5000 population an amount not
to exceed #30*000 toward the cost of consoli¬
dated school building*
c* Federal Recose Commission is working on pro¬
posed legislation for the next Congress that
may help rural comrmnltios finance new school
construction*
5* Me recommend that the selectmen be instructed to con¬
fer with the State Senator for this district and
with him draw up a bill to be submitted to the next
General Court prior to January 1* 1947* seeking per¬
mission to borrow outside our debt limit* the amount
not to exceed #16*000*

7
6, We recommend that the selectmen make application to
the proper Federal Authorities for a sum of money
to cover cost of drawing up school plans* •••
7* We recommend that when final plans have been approved
by the Consolidated School Building Committee that
a warrant be prepared and submitted to either a reg¬
ular or special town meeting* as deemed advisable*
for any action thereon*
At this Special Town Meeting of December 17* 194&# the
townspeople voted to continue the Special Investigating
Committee with the selectmen and the superintendent of schools
as a Consolidated School Building Committee*
was instructed to hire an architect*

The Committee

An appropriation was

made for tho purpose of purchasing fcho school site which
had been selected by the Special Investigating Committee*
The selectmen were intructed to carry out the rocommenda¬
tions* numbered five and six otatod above* which dealt with
seeking permission to borrow outside tho debt limit of the
Town and with application to Federal Authorities for a sum
of money to cover cost of drawing up school plans* In add¬
ition* a blanket acceptance of the above seven specific re¬
commendations of the Special Investigating Committee was
voted*
The Consolidated School Building Committee

The first

report of the Consolidated School Building Committee was
presented at a special Town Meeting on June 17* 19^7• It
was reported that the recommended site had been purchased
for the sum of #1250* Mr* Bernhard Dirks* architect* had
been hired*

Mr* Dirks had submitted preliminary plans for

# s *

a consolidated school building, and had been instructed to
complete the plans for final approval#

The General Court

had passed favorably on a petition to permit the Town of
Leverett to borrow outside its debt limit#

The Emergency

Finance Board of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts had ap¬
proved the application filed with the Federal Works Agency
for a sum of #3000 to cover the advance plans for a consol¬
idated school and an initial advance of #1500 had already
been received by the Town of Levorott#
At a Special Town ?3eeting on August 20, 194$, it was
voted to, ”authorise the selectmen to proceed in accordance
with recommendations of the School Building Committee,
namely:
1# Make application to the commission known as the
School Building Assistance Commission,
2# Checa the State Audit to determine whether #£1,000
is available in free cash and with the aid of the
Senator Ralph C# Mahar, prepare a bill petitioning
the legislation to amend or Increase the existing
enabling act for #16,000 by $109,270, the antici¬
pated state aid, making a total of $125,270#
In the following year, at the special Town Meeting of
August 6, 1949,

it wac voted to accept the final report of

the Consolidated School Building Committee and to raise and
appropriate $196,490 for the purposo of constructing a con¬
solidated school building on land owned by the Town#

The

Consolidated School Building Committee w&3 authorised to
enter into all necessary contracts and carry out the con*
struction, furnisliing, and equipping of the school#

• 9 «*
Acceptance of the beverett Consolidated School — The
Consolidated School Building Committee completed its respon¬
sibilities by carefully supervising the construction of the
school* Before tho year 195^ had passed, the Leverett School
Committee accepted tho building for the Town and appropriate
dedication ceremonies wc.ro held*

The doors of five con¬

demned rural school houses of another era were closed, and
in September 1950, the pupils of Leverett entered Into a
building which offerrsd facilities for a modern up-to-date
educational program*
Although many years had passed since the first recom¬
mendations were made for the construction of a consolidated
school,

Leverett could not necessarily be criticised as be¬

ing unusually slow in assuming its responsibilities in com¬
parison to many other communities*

The New England School

Development Council publication Conducting A School Build¬
ing, Program stated, "For many years the practice of Super¬
intendents of Schools presenting needs in annual reports to
School Coasnlttees has been common,
for the requests to be ignored*

and it has been common

It could be said that only

when some very critical situation arises does the average
community assume its duty and take aotion*"^*
The new Leveratt Consolidated School stands as evidence
that in Leverett, the community did take action, which al1* Davis, L.B., Conducting A School Building Program* June
1947, New England ’SeKool! development Council,.“Cambridge,
Massachusetts} p*v

V-

- 10 -

though slow in coming about, is worthy of praise*
many communities throughout the country,

Like

Leverett had final-

ly faced the problem of school building needs which had
been put aside year after year and then relaxod in the sat¬
isfaction of a job well done*

r

1

-
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CHAPTER IX
THE

PROBLEM

CHAPTER II
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem «m* The elementary school
pupils of Leverett had entered a new consolidated school
building in September 1950* By 1953* in less time than re¬
quired for planning and constructing the Consolidated School
It became evident that an apparently unforeseen increase in
enrollment had caused a serious overcrowded condition in the
grades 1-2 classroom* Those close to the operation and the
administration of the school could not ignore the Increased
enrollment in the school, especially at the primary grade
levels*
During the school year 1953-1954# there were 52 pupils
enrolled in grades 1-2 which were housed in one classroom*
In order to relieve the teacher-pupil load in this class¬
room, a second teacher was made available for this group*
This led to the supervision of one classroom by two teachers
This did not prove to be a satisfactory solution to the problem, although it did lessen the problem to some degree*
It was estimated from a survey of five year old child¬
ren living in Leverett that the condition would continue
during the 1954*^955 school year* A second teacher was a**
gain assigned to the overcrowded grades 1-2 classroom* It
was later found advisable to assign each teacher a grade and
make use of temporary classroom facilities on a modified
platoon system type plan for these grades*

This plen pro¬

vided for the use of the auditorium as a classroom* Tables

• 13 were provided instead of desks for pupil use* This tempor¬
ary unit and one classroom were used alternately by grades
one and two*

This appeared to be a more satisfactory plan*

but one which could only be considered acceptable on a
temporary basis*

In addition* it was assumed that the grade

3-I4. classroom would also have an enrollment of approximately
fifty pupils by the school year 1955-1956*
1

Thus this study was initiated in order to determine
what action may be taken by the citlaens and/or the school
officials of the Town of Leverett to provide a solution to
the problem of overcrowded classroom conditions arising
from increased enrollment in the Leverett Consolidated
School*
Objectives of the Problem — The initiation of the
study may be considered to have a three fold purpose:
1* To help bring to the attention of the community the
serious problem of overcrowding which faces them
and to awaken them that action may be begun within
the community and by the cltieens of the community*
This to be brought about by the process of the study
Itself and the action and steps which are necessary
to such a study*
2* To make available Information* facts* and findings
which may be of value to any group appointed or
elected to make a study of the problem of school
housing in Leverett and thus help to hasten the in-

vestigation so that an early conclusion may be arrived at*
3* To determine the solution or solutions to the pro¬
blem as stated*
Materials and Procedure — In order to determine what
action may be taken to provide a solution to the problem,
it will first be necessary to determine the extent of the
problem.

Thus, a survey will be made the basis for the study.

A comprehensive survey can be of benefit economically as
well as educationally by a long range program which may avold wasteful construction and establish a sound foundation
of teaching facilities which may best serve the community.
The survey will provide a means of determining the present
and probable future Bchool housing needs of the Town of Leverett.

As a consideration of all factors involved in a pro¬

blem of this type is desired, guides for planning! evaluating
or conducting surveys of sohool buildings and needs will be
analysed and studied.

In addition, reports of other school

housing surveys will be examined, as these materials may
serve as a guide and checklist of general or specific pro¬
blems which may arise during the survey or which may require
consideration.
This study will include a survey of the present school
plant, which is to be made with the purpose of determining
the exact nature of the present facilities, their descrip¬
tion, suitability, limitations, and costs, with attention

•
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•

to the possibilities of alterations or additions to provide
suitable housing for additional enrollment or needs*

Com¬

munity needs and the desirable school program* as it applies
to present and probable future school plant needs will be
given consideration# The survey will require the availabil¬
ity of blue-prints or diagrams of various aspects of the
present school plant* Town Reports* Records of Town Meetings*
Reports or information from persons concerned with the plan¬
ning of the educational program* school construction costs
data for this and other school buildings*
An analysis of population trends* birth trends* and
housing construction will be included in this study* as these
are factors which obviously have a direct bearing on school
enrollment*

Federal* State* and local census figures will

be obtained for this study*

Assessors information will pro¬

vide the necessary housing data*

Town Reports and school

attendance registers will serve to provide the necessary
data concerning enrollment* which will be analyzed and pro¬
jected by means of acceptable statistical techniques# Pro¬
jections* of course* are calculated predictions which are
subject to fluctuations as local conditions change*

As Lev-

erett is a small community* fluctuations in local conditions will be greatly magnified* However* as long range plan¬
ning requires prediction of future trends or conditions*
this study will include tile necessary projections*
The fiscal potential of Leverett in relation to its

Pr

—
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school housing needs will also be analyzed. Information for
this analysis will be obtained from Assessors records and
Town Reports,

Consideration will be given to the taxable

wealth of the Town, Bonded Indebtedness, and State or Fed¬
eral Aid, in addition to other factors which may have a
bearing on this particular phase of the study.
The work of any groups or committees which may be
formed or organised by the town officials, citizens, and/or
school officials will be included in this study to such an
extent as the scope of this study permits.
As the present school houses a 7th and an 8th grade,
and because there is a trend throughout the state toward
the establishment of regional high schools on the grades
7 • 12 level, and because regionalization is a possible con¬
clusion to the problem, consideration and attention will
also be given to the possibility of Beverett taking part in
such a regional group and the action of the Town towards
that end.

Again, the progress which may be made toward re¬

gionalization will be reported in this study to such an ex¬
tent as the scope of this study permits.
Finally, a summary of the study will be presented with
a statement of any recommendations and/ or conclusions which
may be reached.

The conclusions or recommendations which

result may be one of the following possibilities:
1, Construct an addition to the present school plant,
2, Hake alterations within the present school plant.

•

•*#
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3* Reorganize the grouping of grades
it* Continue any temporary arrangements already made.
5« Construct an additional school plant
/

6* Make use of old school buildings or other town build¬

ings*
7* Construct an additional school plant for grades 7-12
in cooperation with a regional school group*
8* Carry on a double sessions program*
9* Any combination of the above*
In the event that an addition or other construction is
recommended, the probable costs and the methods of financ¬
ing will be determined*

7

f
/
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CHAPTER III
PRESENT SCHOOL PLANT

CHAPTER III
PRESENT SCHOOL PLANT
Educational Program To Be Served — A school plant
houses more than pupils alone,
gram*

it houses an educational pro¬

It roust be planned, then, in the light of the educa¬

tional program for which it is intended*

The educational

program to be served by the Leverett Consolidated School is
implied or stated in part in the Final Report of the Special
Investigating Committee on the Consolidated School, of 1946*
In this report, the Committee stated, "The site must
be large enough to be able to locate the building back from
the street, furnish adequate playground area and ample park¬
ing area to accommodate buses while loadings also sufficient
space for private cars belonging to individuals who may at¬
tend school functions or community programs*

The site

should be in a sheltered location with grade sufficient for
septic sewage disposal*
The building should consist of four classrooms, each
room to care for two grades] have modern toilet facilities
with running water furnished by an artesian well; also a
large sublevel room with at least half-window exposure and
preferably full window exposure on two or more sides*
The sub-level room would furnish space fori
a* A heating plant and janitor's storage room,
b* A cafeteria-kitchen and dining room,
c* A play area for use in bad weather,
d* Social recreational facilities for adult groups.

20
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, I4.H Activities, etc*
In addition, a teachers room and a clinic room for
pre-school and school age clinic will be needed*
If cost Is not prohibit, we feel an auditorium to seat
300 would be a great asset*

We found many schools with

combination auditorium and gymnasium*

This permits general

assemblies of pupils for various educational purposes such
as visual aids, musicals, public speaking, plays, and grad¬
uation exercises.

We think an auditorium could be used for

adult programs of various types that would tend to central¬
ise and unify the civic life of the community*
The playground should be large enough for separate play
areas for boys and girls. Space big enough to accommodate a
baseball diamond would be desirable from both school and
community viewpoints.
We have been fortunate in having good teachers, but if
vacancies should occur, it would bo easier to attract high
grade teachers with a modern consolidated

,,
1school*

Attention to the preceding report and to the actual
plant provided indicates that this community desired a mod¬
ern well rounded educational program and a functional plant
serving school and community programs.

The school is to pro¬

vide recreational facilities for children, during or after
school hours, and for adults.

The school shall serve as a

1* Records of Special Town Meeting, Final Report of Special
Investigating Committee* December "17, lW>;iVve're'tt, Mass•

i-

*
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meeting place for community groups* Facilities are desired
for a school and coi*iminity health program.

The school

plant is to consist of a consolidated unit in order to serve
more efficiently than several smaller units* The school is
to serve the educational and social needs of children of
grades one to eight*
Site — The present school plant Is located on Montague
Hoad and is reasonably accessible from all parts of the com¬
munity#

It is centrally located geographically and on the

basis of population.

Although located on one of the better

roads of Leverett, traffic is light and involves no extreme
traffic hasards#
The site is remote from places having undesirable in¬
fluences on youth. This criteria was not difficult to over¬
come, as there are few, if any, such places in Leverett#
The area is free of noise, smoke, and odors#

The general

area is attractively landscaped and well maintained.

The

site is not near business or industrial areas*
The site consists of nine acres, which is ample for a
school serving many more pupils# The building, although MLM
shape, sot back from the road and bordered by lawn and park¬
ing areas, leaves ample play and recreational area#
At the present time, there is a large area or areas
which are not suitable for use during or following wet wea¬
ther as a result of poor drainage In these areas#

There is

little evidence of erosion, however, and the soil supports
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good turf.
Building: — The form and architecture of the building
is attractive and pleasing* as shown In Plate II below. Ad¬
ditional rooms could be added without destroying the bal¬
ance* but it is stated that the heating system would only
accommodate two additional rooms*

PLATE II
Laverett Consolidated School
The structure is strong and stable with sufficiently
strong exterior and Interior walls.

Interior and exterior

walls are free from cracks and perfectly water tight.

The

roof is weather proofed with slate and is in good condition.
Exits are more than adequate in number, sise* type and
location.

All doors operate easily and are provided with

panic bars where needed.
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The building is of brick with some natural wood front¬
age which aids in making tho school "belong* in the area*
Largo window and glass brick construction is incorporated
in the design*
There is one stairway within the building* It is of
an acceptable narrow width and is provided with a handrail.
The one main corridor in tho building is attractive, well
lighted, and safe.
Service Systems — The heating and ventilating system
provides continuous automatically controlled heat.

Each

classroom is provided with a thermostat which operates the
temperature control of the individual classroom uni-vents*
Air is drawn into each classroom from outside and heated to
the desired terperature as it passes through the uni-vents.
Each classroom is provided with suitable exhaust vents,
which operate continually during school hours.

Corridors

and special rooms are provided with standard steam radiators
enclosed by a hood and provided with damper controls.

The

cafeteria and auditorium-gymnasium are served by a forced
ventilation and heating system.

Tho system is entirely

draft free except in the cafeteria.

The heat is provided

by the burning of a heavy grade, economical oil in a low
pressure steam boiler which is entirely satisfactory for
the present plant and has boon declared suitable for an ad¬
ditional two classrooms.
Artificial Lighting — Tho natural lighting of the

class rooms and other areas is as adequate as present day
design and sunlight can provide by using large windows and
&l&ss block areas* The classrooms are provided with three
banks of double fluorescent units, which provide an even
illumination on days of unfavorable cloud conditions*

If

desired, the two inside banks of lights .aay be operated in¬
dependently of the outside bank.

Two independently opera¬

ted fluorescent units provide artificial light for the clin¬
ic room. All other areas are provided with incandescent un¬
its of suitable design and intensity*

The stage Is pro¬

vided with variable intensity overhead flood lights*
Toilet and Sewer System — The grades 1-2 classroom
and the grades 3-4 classroom are provided with one toilet
each for boys and one toilet ouch for girls.

Pupils cf

grades 5-3 are required to pass to the ground floor for
toilet services where locker room, shower, and toilet facil¬
ities are provided for both sexes*

All toilet equipment is

of suitable size for pupils served.
A septic tank sewage system i3 maintained by the pres¬
ent school plant and it has been entirely satisfactory• All
pipes arc reasonably accessible for repair.

Ground surfaces

over the outside sewage pipfes are of turf*.
Fire Protection — The school plant is of extremely
fire resistant design. Only trim finish, floor finish, sash,
doors, and furniture are combustible.
Each classroom has two means of exit.

The auditorium

•
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and the cafeteria each have three means of exit#

All pu¬

pils may walk to the outside street level without the use
of stairs#

Fire stops or doors are provided as required by

law#
lion-automatic fire fighting devices In the form of man¬
ually operated fire extinguishers of the soda-acid type are
provided throughout the building* A carbon dioxide extingui¬
sher is located in the boiler room and is accessible for use
in the kitchen*

A manually operated alarm system* of bu&ser

type, may be operated by wall mounted fire alarm switches
located on each floor*
Electrical System — Proper current is provided where
needed by means of a suitably controlled and fused system*
An efficient arrangement of outlets is provided in class¬
rooms and in all other areas, and has proven satisfactory
and convenient at all times. An auxiliary power unit is lo¬
cated in the building and ie cf sufficient sise and wattage
to provide current for the stove or emergency light for all
parte of the building.

An automatic emergency lighting

system, operated by batfcerieB, ie provided in the cafeteria
and in the auditorium*

This system, which is required by

law, demands considerable maintenance and care.
A bell system which is operated manually from the
grades 7-8 classroom is provided.
The school ie served by one outside phone and no inter¬
communication system.

The phone is located in the clinic

•»
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room and in & position b^ the door so that It can not be
placed porm&nez'itly on a desk or other work surface. Persons
using this phone must stand curing a call.

At least on®

classroom doer must be kept open during the school day so
that the bell signal can be heard.

Telephone signaling in

the area is dene by selective ringing at only eight party
lines are provided.
Classrooms — Host authorities agree that a modern ed¬
ucational program require© classrooms which provide at
least

30 square feet of actual classroom floor spaco per pu¬

pil. nany authorities feel that l±0 square feet of classroom
area pez* pupil Is a more desirable standard for the modern
program.
The Lever©tt Consolidated School houses four class¬

rooms, of which the dimensions are shown in Table I pre¬
sented on the following page.
recommended standard of

On the basis of the minimum

square feet par pupil, classroom

number one is of sufficient aiae to accommodate

25 pupils,

classroom number two will accomodate 25 pupils, classroom
number three will accommodate 33 pupils, und classroom num¬
ber four will accommodate 28 pupils.

Thus the maximum enroll¬

ment for the present plant is 111 pupils distributed as
here-in

stated.

Halph D. neboary expluins in hie fulde Tor Evaluating
School Buildings that during the 1920s and the 193°a,
there was a tendency to inako classrooms as small as possible

►
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taele I
Dimenaions of Selected Areas
Levere11 Consolioated 3choo1
Dimensions

Unit

Area
square feet

32*6" x 23»2"

753

Activity Area

13*0" x 11’6"

150

Coat Room and Passage

18*6" x 12'0"

222

Classroom Number 1, Gr. 1-2
/

K

O

t

Z*

Lavatories, Two

4'o"

33'0" x 23 >2"

764

Passage and Cloak Area

13'6" x

6'0"

111

Activity Area

14'10";. 10'C"

143

Classroom Number 2, Or* 3~K

Lavatories, Two

4'0" x

4*ott

32

Classroom 'lumber 3> Cr*5-6

42'0" x 24' 0"

1003

Classroom Number 4, -r*7--

35*0" x 24'0"

340

Clinic Room

19'6" x 11 >0"

214

Teachers Room

19'6* x 10'0"

195

Cafeteria

43*0" x 30»on

1290

Kitchen

25'6"

9»6"

242

Boiler Room

24'0" x 14'0"

336

X

Total Main Floor Area
Total Sub-Level Floor Area

6230
t

9535

Total Floor Area - School

15,315

activity tiroe

3365

activity area

3663
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chiefly as a device to keep the teachers fren becoming over¬
loaded with too large classes* It is believed that this de¬
vice was & major factor in the prescribed classroom of 22-23
feet wide and 29-30 feet long,

as such a size would only

accommodate five rows of seven cocks, thus ranking it impos¬
sible to assign nore than 35 pupil£ to a teacher* he ammends
this to explain that in actual practice,

the device of

claesrcon size did not prevent the moving in of additional
desks into the corners, but it did serve to keep the teach¬
er from being loaded with 45 to SC pupils*^#
Tn the heverett Consolidated School, the classroom size
is reasonably close to the above prescribed size* Since the
1920s and the 1930s, the movable type desk has practically
replaced the screwed down desk* Thus, & variety of arrange¬
ments are possible*

This is a desirable factor, except in

a situation cf overcrowding, for it is likely that many
communities have discovered that one can almost always set
another movable typo desk into & classroom as has bean don®
in the grades 1-2 classroom of Leverett*

Tills discovery

leads to overloading the teacher up to and beyond the 45
or 50 pupils, and as in the case in this school, 53 pupils
were accommodated in a classroom ideally suited for a maxi¬
mum of 25 pupils*

A view of this classroom is shown In

Plate III presented on the next x>age#

This, of course, is

1* KcLeary, H*D*, Guide For Evaluating School Buildings, March
1949,??ew England School Development Council, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, p*45
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PLATE III
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'

Grades 1-2 Classroom* Leverett Consolidated School

—

not the type of flexibility we look for In elementary schools*
With a limited number of pupils * the classrooms become
fitting examples of acceptable modem classrooms suited to
a modem educational program* Each classroom has a sink*
shelves* work surfaces* storage space* glass brick upper
fenestration* ample forced ventilation* adequate lighting*

pleasing color schemes* acoustically treated ceilings* as¬
phalt tile flooring* green colored chalk boards* sufficient
bulletin board space* modem and suitable furniture and fix¬
tures* and all designed where neoessary or practical in the
proper else for the child's use*
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Special Rooms — A multipurpose room serves as an au¬
ditorium and gymnasium* It is so located* see Plate IV* be¬
low* that activities may be scheduled without disturbing re¬
gular classes as there Is sufficient sound absorption and
separation between the classrooms and the multi-purpose room*

PLATE IV
Sub-level Floor Plan* Leverett Consolidated School
The shower* looker* and toilet rooms may also serve as dress>

ing rooms*

The unit is provided with a stage of ample else

for elementary school and community use*

The stage is pro¬

vided with an entrance which does not require passing through
the auditorium*

The cafeteria is so located*

that It may

*
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serve as a dressing room or a make-up room*

The floor of

the auditorium Is marked off for basketball and Is provided
with two regulation backboards, one being of the retractable
type.
Although this unit was planned to serve school and com¬
munity, there is not suitable provision for closing the unit
off from the rest of the building*

The unit, however, is

zoned for heating and ventilating separately from the rest
of the school*

Special toilets for conmunity or public use

are not provided* There is no provision for spectator seat¬
ing when used as a gymnasium*

A storage room is provided at

one end to accoimnodate athletic or staging equipment*
At present, the multi-purpose unit is being used as a
temporary classroom* Plate V is a view of the classroom fa¬
cilities provided there*

PLATE V
Temporary Classroom Facilities

The cafeteria la of sufficient size to accommodate a
larger number of pupils than now enrolled* as scheduling of
lunches can be carried on as it is even now without great
difficulty* The cafeteria la located in such a manner that
it is convenient for community as well as for school use*
It la acoustically treated and there is no disturbance to
classrooms during lunch time*

There is a large area of win¬

dows on one side fitted with Venetian blinds*
of tile* clean and attractive*

The walls are

The kitchen is of ample else

but lacks automatic dish washing equipment and a garbage
• -

V

disposal unit*

PLATE VI
Main Floor Plan*

Leverett Consolidated School
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A teachers1 room and clinic room suite, the location
of which is shown in Plate IV on the preceding page, also
serves as the administrative suite* The teachers* room is
provided with attractive furnishings: maple type sofa, chair,
desk, arm chair, rug, and drapes for windows*

Toilet and

washing facilities are provided* The clinic room Is furnish¬
ed with a medicine-first aid cabinet, a metal cot of hotel
folding type with springs and mattress* The clinic room also
serves as a work area and is provided with desk and chair,
filing cabinet, typewriter* spirit process duplicating ma¬
chine, mimeograph duplicating machine, and a paper cutter*
Toilet and wash facilities are also provided for this room*
A school vault. In another location, is within reasonable
distance from the clinic room*
Construction Costs -• A view of the present school is
shown in Plate II on page twenty two of tills study*

The

construction of this building was a great undertaking for a
town the size of Leverett* An expenditure of $201,203*93
was necessary to make these facilities available* Forty«nlne
percent of this sum, however, was reimbursed by the state*
The various costs of constructing the present plant are tab¬
ulated in Table II on the following page*
It is said that a good building is economical* To some
the above stated cost for a four classroom building may not
be considered economical* However, one must realize that
an economical school building does not mean a cheap school
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TABLE XI

Total Costa For Construction
Leverett Consolidated School

,,

!• Building, General Contracts

$169,437.02

2, Building, Special Contracts

4 361.12

3* Architectural-Engineering Fees

11 948.10

4« Equipment

11,117.92

5. Site Development

2,785.37

6. Coat of Land

1,250,00

7. Advertising and Financing Costs
Total Costa

304*40
$201,203.93

building. In order to determine whether a building is eco¬
nomical, comparisons are often made as to costs data of
other buildings.

In Connecticut Builds Sohools, a publi¬

cation of the Connecticut Public School Building Commission,
a compilation of school building data is presented,3**

Cost

data on school building projects of Connecticut completed
between January 1, 1949 and December 31, 1950 may serve as a
basis for coxaparing certain phases of construction and costs
of the Leverett Consolidated School, which was completed in
the same period.
From the above table, the Architectural-Engineering Fees
1, Connecticut Builds Schools, January 1951, Public School
building Commission, Hartford, Connecticut, pp,vll-vill
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for the Leverett construction were calculated to be approxi¬
mately 5% of the total cost; for Connecticut the average
costs for the same fees were approximately

of the total

costs• The Leverett costs for equipment amounted to approxi¬
mately 5% of the total costs, and the average costs for Conn¬
ecticut were approximately 6% of the total costs* The Lev¬
erett costs for site development are only about X% of the
total costs whereas the Connecticut average was

of the

total costs* With due regard to the many variables Involved
In such a comparison. It is reasonable to assume that Lev¬
erett oosts were at average or below average expense level
In so far as construction service and equipment are con¬
cerned*
In a survey conducted by Harmon and Vlles,^*

Massachu¬

setts was grouped in the the Upper Atlantic States area with
Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Hew York, Penn¬
sylvania, Rhode Island, and Washington D*C* on the basis of
geography, construction practices, and price levels* On the
basis of Information from the above survey and the available
Leverett data, a comparison of various average costs data
commonly used In building analysis or planning Is possible*
This comparison Is presented In Table III on the following
page* Although the Leverett School Is of Fire Resistive Con¬
struction, the Semi-Fire Resistive Construction and the Com1* School Life* V©1.36, Ho*3# December 1953# "What Does A
SchoolBuilding Cost", Harmon and Viles
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TABLE III
Average Costa of Elementary School Conatruction
Classification

Leverett

Mass*

Region

Fire Resistive Construction
Ave* Cost per square foot
Ave* Cost per classroom
Ave Gross floor area/olass

$12.72

$18.79

$15.12

$50,301

$1*3.161*

#31.720

3,951*

2.295

2,097

#17.67

$14.02

#36,127

#26,833

2,01*3

1,913

$16.1*5

$14.05

$29,361

$26,469

1,784

1,883

Semi-Fire Resistive Construction
Ave* Cost per square foot
Ave* Cost per classroom
Ave* Gross floor area/olass
Combustible Construction
>i

Ave* Cost per square foot
'
Ave* Cost per classroom
Ave* Gross floor area/olass

>

buatible conatruction coats are also included in the tabulation for further comparison*
•i

*

In the above table9 the average costa are baaed on the
total coat of the present school plants*

Leverett costs per

square foot compare favorably with those of Massachusetts
and the region comprising the Upper Atlantic States*

The

Leverett costs for this classification are less even when
compared with less desirable type of construction* However*

the average costs per classroom are considerably more for
Leverett than for Massachusetts or the tipper Atlantic States
Region* This may be explained some what by the Tact that
the average square feet of building gross floor area per
classroom is greater for Leverett than for Massachusetts or
the Upper Atlantic States Region* This may tend, at first,
to indicate poor design, but actually points out the connunItles desire for a school which would serve the needs of the
educational program desired*

This program is one which is

to serve community as well as school needs*

Thus, in*

stead of one multi-purpose roan to function as a cafeteriaj

i

auditorium-gymnasium, the community required a cafeteria and
a separate gymnasium-auditorium which led to increased gross
floor area per classroom and consequently a greater than av¬
erage cost per classroom*
On the basis, then, of the number of square feet of
school constructed, the Leverett Consolidated School may be
considered economical when the average costs per square foot
are taken into consideration*

On the basis of fulfilling

the needs and the desired program, it may be stated that the
Leverett Consolidated School is an economical school* If the
facilities cannot be used for the desired activities due to
the unpredicted large enrollment, then the school tends to
become an expensive school* An area designed for use as an
i

auditorium-gymnasium becomes an expensive classroom when con¬
verted to such use and a serious curtailment of the desir¬
able educational program may result*
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CHAPTER IV
POPULATION TRENDS
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CHAPTER IV
POPULATION TRENDS
General Nature of School Community — Leverett, Massa¬
chusetts, approximately 90 miles west-north-west of Boston
is situated between Amherst, Montague, Sunderland, Wendell,
and Shutesbury*

It Is loeated close enough to the Connecti¬

cut River to have the advantages of the fertile lands of the
Connecticut River Valley in the western section of the Town*
The Town also extends east into the more rugged, hilly, ter¬
rain which is typical of this area*

Thus Leverett has its

share of fertile meadows and high hills, winding brooks and
streams which present agricultural and commercial possibili¬
ties, today as in the past, and offer at the same time the
beauty of rural country*
The Town, divided by hills, poor network of roads, sep¬
arate post offices, two different telephone exchanges neces¬
sitating a long distance call from one part of town to ano¬
ther, has several villages which results in a certain degree
of rivalry between the sections of the Town*

The various

villages or sections of the Town are referred to as Leverett
or the Center, North Leverett, Moores Corner, East Leverett,
and Long Plain or the Plain*

Each of these areas has been

served by a district school in the past*

Each of these

areas clings to certain isolating characteristics which will
be modified more and more until the inevitable unifying
changes have come about*
Leverett is governed under the open town meeting plan.

with three selectmen supervising town business during the
year* and three members of the school committee overseeing
school functions*

There Is no uniformed police or fire-

fighting force, but an active volunteer fire department la
constantly increasing Its efficiency and protection services
to the town*
Leverett Is typical of New England towns wherein farm¬
ing tends to be difficult, due to rugged New England farming
conditions*

However,

tobacco, cucumbers, potatoes, milk,

maple syrup, eggs, and chickens are typical agricultural
products of this town* The production of lumber, pulp wood
and charcoal rank as the major Industries of the town*
As there Is little industry within the boundaries of
Leverett, the people for the roost part are commuters*

The

majority of the professional workers live In the south sec¬
tion of the Town* These Include university and college pro¬
fessors, high school teachers, university students, mini*
sters, merchants, artists, aviators, business managers and
others*
Town*

Skilled laborers are to be found throughout the
The University of Massachusetts and Amherst College,

which are within five miles of the Town, have served and
do serve an Important role In providing employment for the
Leverett cltlsens*
The dwellings of Leverett are almost entirely of the
one family design*

Approximately six houses have been re¬

modeled to accommodate two families*
or apartment houses In the Town*

There are no tenements

There are at least two

families living in trailers*

The construction of new homes

is increasing in Leverett as in many other eoasminities, but
no large housing developments have been planned for this
community*

Other structures in Leverett, other than barns

and sheds, are four general stores, two churches, five abai>»
doned schools, two libraries, and one Town Hall*
Motor vehicles. Improved roads, rural electrification,
the telephone, motion pictures, radio and television, mech¬
anisation of agriculture, modem merchandising methods, and
the decentralization of Industry are reshaping life in rural
communities throughout the country*

These forces are creat«

lng some new communities and causing others to wither and
die***

They tend to expand each community In area and re¬

shape the life within the community*

They are bringing the

people of each town or village and Its surrounding trade area closer together, increasing human contacts, stimulating
group meetings, changing existing social institutions, and
creating demands for community organizations and for commun¬
ity services such as eduoatlon, health, and recreation*
That these foroes are reshaping life in Leverett is ob¬
vious* The degree to which these forces are at work in Lev¬
erett must be studied and the future direction of their re¬
sults will be considered before a solution to the problem of

1* Planning Rural Community School Buildings, Frank W* Cyr
et ale,' Bureau of Publications, teachers College, Columbia
University, N.Y*, XII

increased enrollment is stated*
Population — An analysis of the population of Leverett
reveals an interesting pattern of growth and decline*

The

following table shows the change in population from 1790 to
1955.

TABLE IV
Population;
Year

Population

Leverett*
Year

Massachusetts

Population

Year

Population

1790

524

1865

914

1910

728

1800

711

1870

877

1915

779

18X0

769

1875

831

1920

695

1820

857

1880

742

1925

664

1830

939

1885

779

1930

677

1840

875

1890

702

1935

726

1850

921

1895

744

1940

688

1855

982

1900

744

1945

594

1860

964

1905

703

1950

791

1955

845

From the first census year in 1790* a steady Increase
in population may be noted with one period of decrease be*
fore the census of 1355 At which time the population of Lev*
erett was at its all-time high*

The year of maximum popu*

latlon of 982 in 1355 was followed by years of unsteady but
generally diminishing population to a low of 594 In 1945.

t-
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- 43 Th« 1945 state census revealed the lowest ebb In population
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for Leverett except for the first census year at which time
the population numbering $2k was slightly less*

During the

five years following the 191^5 census, the population in¬
creased to such an extent that it is, except for the latest
1955 census, the highest census recorded for Leverett since
1875# a period of 75 years*

This study does not propose to present the reasons for
the changes in population during the history of the Town of
Leverett, for to do so would necessitate the inclusion of
data which is far beyond the scope of this study* However,
in order to better understand the forces effecting the pre¬
sent population and those likely to effect the future popu¬
lation, a generalisation concerning the probable influenc¬
ing factors of the past may be of value*
The early settlers of Leverett found a land which pro¬
vided lumber for their homes and other needs, many clear
springs for their water needs,

land which could provide

them with their neoessary foods and which was suitable for
the raising of livestock*

Rivers arid streams provided them

with power to run their gristmills and sawmills*

These char¬

acteristics of the area attracted other settlers who were
seeking a homestead* Although the first phase of the Indusv

*

trial Revolution had already begun in England, Its effects
were slow to reach this nation*

The domestic system of manu¬

facture was to continue well into the 19th century* The peo-

- 4J+ pi© of early Leverett worked at manufacturing goods In
their homes and In a number of small shops which had been
established,

A large percentage of this manufacturing was

within the domestic system in which an entrepreneur distrlbuted the raw materials to be manufactured into finished
products.

Others manufactured many items such as wood pro¬

ducts and leather goods from raw materials available locally,
Thusf early and mid 19th century Leverett was able to pro¬
vide homes and means of livelihood for more people than in
later periods, and as a result, the population grew until
1855» the peak year.
The industrial revolution began to effect conanunltles
such as Leverett before the Civil War.

The rapid develop¬

ment of the factory system in the United States soon began
to replace the domestic system and the small shop system of
manufacturing. The uae of the steam engine meant a gradual
obsolescence of water power such aa that produced by the
rivers and streams of Leverett, As it was apparent that the
factories were not coming to Leverett, the people of Leverett
went bo the factories.

The westward migration was partici¬

pated in by many who lived in this area,

A period of de¬

pression beginning in 1880 brought many back to the farm,
but this growth was short lived as the economy of the nation
improved. By 1890, the population of Leverett had receded
to 702 in the brief period of 35 years from the maximum po¬
pulation year.

*
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A period of increased immigration of Europeans to the
United States and the added effect of a depression in 1907
and 1934 led to the Increased population of 779 in the year
1915*

The period after World Warl led to a decline in

population which was 115 less In 1925 than in 1915*
Leverett seemed to grow during each depression*

As

the $epres-

sion which began in 1929 brought about a short lived growth
in population and the rapid decline which followed led to a
loss of 132 In the short period from 1935 to the close of
World War II and resulted in the extremely low census year
in which only 594 people were counted*
During the years following World War II to 1950* the
population of Leverett Increased from 594 to 791* By 1955*
it had reached a population of 345*

Although there are

many possible factors involved in a consideration of the
cause of this recent growth* certain trends are noticeable*
Many of the townspeople of Leverett carry on part time
farming while maintaining a full time position in neighbor¬
ing communities*

This is not unusual* but Is a definite

trend throughout the country* To farm* apparently is a natu¬
ral desire* and the relatively Inexpensive machinery now
available for small farms helps to make this desire possible*
In addition* electrifioation has been extended to the farm
community*

Transportation facilities have been Improved to

such an extent that commuting becomes less tiring and much
faster*

More and more people are traveling greater and

greater distances to their plaoes of employment* and such is

—

the case in Leverett*

Jj&

m

Because of these and other factors,

more people are moving to urban and rural areas, and more
people are moving to Leverett than ever before* The laok of
public transportation facilities in Leverett has ceased to
be the great disadvantage that it once was, as the use of
the private automobile has become the usual means of trans¬
portation even in communities which provide public transpor¬
tation systems*

One factor which must not be overlooked.

Is the significant Increase In population of Leverett which
has resulted from the growth of the University of Massachu¬
setts, In neighboring Amherst, Massachusetts*
Births and Deaths — A closer analysis of the popula¬
tion trends In the past twenty years must take into consid¬
eration a study of effects of births and deaths on tho pop¬
ulation of Leverett*

The number of births and deaths listed

in the records of the Town Clerk of Leverett are tabulated
in Table V on the following page*
Table V lists the births and deaths beginning with the
year 1935, a high population year for Leverett in this cen¬
tury*

It is also a year in which tho birth rate of the en¬

tire country was at its approximately lowest point in the
20th century, being 13*7 live births per thousand population

with the lowest rates of the century at 13*4 in the years
1933 and 1936•

A comparison of births and deaths for the

period 1935*1939 for Leverett reveals that there was an ex¬
cess of six deaths over births in that period*

This is
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TABLE V
Births and Deaths
Year Births Deaths Difference Year Births Deaths Difference
1935

12

11

1

1945

13

14

-1

1936

10

18

-8

1946

14

11

3

1937

12

9

3

1947

20

11

9

1938

12

9

3

1948

21

11

10

1939

10

15

-5

1949

24

12

12

1940

10

9

1

1950

25

15

10

1941

23

14

9

1951

28

13

15

1942

12

8

4

1952

14

7

7

1943

13

9

4

1953

28

8

20

1944

12

12

0

1954

17

16

1

understandable and may have been common for many communities
especially when the birth rate of 18»7 par thousand for the
United States in 1935 la compared to the birth rate of 29*5
per thousand for the United States twenty years previous*

A

decrease of six in the population as a result of a greater
number of deaths than births only helped to reduce a popu¬
lation which was moving to other areas*

In the next five

year period* 1940-1944# the population decreased at an even
greater rate although there was a gain of 18 in the number
of births over deaths*
For the entire period beginning in 1935 and ending in

~ ij.8 1944 there was only an excess of 12 births over deaths# The
rebirth of the national economy could account for further
loss in the population of Leverett due to the attractions
of steady incone in the cities where job opportunities wore
available once again# This loss was accelerated as defense
work began and evolved into war work after the entry of the
United States into World War II* with its resulting needs
of the armed forces for man power#
Following World War II* there was a sharp Increase in
the number of live births in the United States#

Although

the war ended in 1945* the majority of veterans were not able
to return until some time in 1946#

The number of live

births in the nation reached the three millions mark In 194&*
for the first time since 1921 except for the war babies of
1943*

By 1947 almost one million more live births were re¬

ported for the nation than in 1945♦

This same trend may

be noted in the Leverett births* wherein the live births for
1945 number 13 but for 1947 they number 20, which is higher

than any previous year tabulated#

During the period from

1945 to 1954 there were 86 live births in excess of deaths
listed as compared to 12 for the previous ten year period#
Housing Construction — An important factor in the study
of population trends is that concerned with new housing con¬
struction# The number of dwellings assessed and the increase
in dwellings over the previous year for the base period 1934
to 1955 are presented in Table VI which follows#
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TABLE VI
Number or Dwellings Assessed And Annual Increase
for the Period 1934 - 1955
Year

Dwellings

Increase

Year

Dwellings

X93i*.

189

-

1945

203

5

1935

197

8

1946

209

1

1936

195

-2

1947

210

1

1937

200

5

1948

212

2

1933

199

-1

1949

216

6

1939

205

6

1950

224

6

1940

191

-14

1951

231

7

1941

206

15

1952

237

6

1942

191

-15

1953

241

4

1943

203

12

1954

. 246

5

1944

203

0

1955

252

6

Increase

The number of dwellings assessed between the years 1934
and 1943 fluctuated greatly*

The reason for this fluctua¬

tion could not be given by the present chairman of the board
of assessors*

It was assumed that the number of dwellings

assessed varied from year to year because of variations in
criteria as what constituted a dwelling in the eyes of the
various assessors during this period, rather than an aotual
fluctuation In the numbers of dwellings as shown up to 1945*

• 5o *
The figures for the period beginning in 1945 should prove
to be more reliable to the extent that the membership of the
board of assessors was more constant during tills time* and
the criteria as to what constitutes a dwelling would vary
less in this period*
Disregarding fluctuations from year to year* it is noted
that there was a net Increase of lit dwellings for the ten
year period ending with the 1944 assessment* whereas there
was an increase of 43 dwellings for the ten year period endlng with the 1954 assessments* or more than three times the
r

•

I

amount of construction in the second period as there was in
the first*

For the five assessment years beginning in 1945

and ending in 1949* there was an Increase of fifteen dwell¬
ings * and during the next five assessment years* the number
of new assessments totaled 28 or almost double that of the
first five years*

It may be pointed out that the years of

low rate of construction* 1946-194$# in the last ten years*
were years in which there was a scarcity of building materi¬
als and priority regulations*
In 1945 there were 2*8 residents per assessed dwelling
in Leverett.

In 1950 there were 3*8 residents per dwelling*

Births would account for only half of this increase* thus*
it may be assumed that the remaining Increase was due to
families moving into homes that were empty* Individuals mov¬
ing in with families already established in the community*
and/or larger families moving into homes left by smaller

- 51 families* However, It Is obvious that there was ample hous¬
ing for growth In population* In 1955f there were 3*3 res¬
idents per dwelling* Birth rate could not account for this
change* A reasonable explanation would be that a large pro¬
portion of the homes constructed after 1950 were constructed
by individuals already residing in the Town*
In consideration of tho above, it would appear that
continued increase in population of Leverett depends to a
greater extent now on new construction than it did in earli¬
er years.

It Is apparent, however, that the rate of con¬

struction has remained reasonably constant since 1949* and
there is little cause for a decrease*

On the contrary, there

may be a decided acceleration In home construction due to
the limitations of the Veterans Act which must be taken ad¬
vantage of within the next few years*

Of more Importance

than ever will be the birth rate which has also been reason¬
ably constant since 192*7 end which shows indication of in¬
creasing*
Amherst Growth — In a survey made by tho Amherst School
Planning Board in 1950,it was noted that the major growth
In Amherst is in the North Amherst area*
Leverett on the southwest*

This area borders

In 1950, alone, at least twice

as many homes were constructed in the North Amherst area
1* The Work of the Amherst School Building Needs Committee
an<3 tfhe Attempt to form A 'tfoglonal Scbtool District .Porter*
T*B.r, Problem 5Siesis for Master of "Science' Degree^ Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts,p*38,1952

4
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than in any other section of Amherst* Amherst is growing,
and the only way it can expand is by moving further out*
That movement seems to be in the direction of North Amherst.
It seems reasonable to assume that in addition to the number
of factors which favor growth in the Town of Leverett, growth
which is expected in North Amherst will ignore town lines
and create further growth in Leverett*
Future Predictions and Trends — The problem of deter¬
mining whether the trend toward growth in recent years would
continue was taken up by the Sub-committee concerned with
Future Predictions and Trends*

A report of this committee,

of which the author was a member, is presented herein*
"School planning must, of necessity, take into consider¬
ation not only the status of school facilities, but also the
direction of community change*

The study of the community

when determining future plans has proven its value beyond
all doubts.

Communities grow or decline as living things*

The fact that Leverett will either grow or decline can hard¬
ly be denied* However, the educational system can keep pace
with community change only if the direction of change can be
determined*
Factors Which Influence the Potential Growth or Decline
of A Community: Although a variety of factors influence growth
or decline of a community, the major determinants include the
following:
1. Employment opportunities!
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2* Cost of renting or owning a home;
3* School opportunities for children;
4* Character of home environment;
5. Distance to work place in minutes of commuting time;
6* Potential Increase in housing facilities*
Employment Opportunities: Leverett is a residential
area with little Industry within the town* The majority of
the working population is employed in other towns* An esti¬
mated one third of the working population is employed at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst* This is an Increase
of 100$ of the number of Leverett residents employed at the
University in 1945* A peak of 10,000 enrollment at the Uni¬
versity is expected to be reached by 1965 and it Is very
likely that in the next five to ten years the number employed
there from Leverett will be doubled*
Commuting Time to Neighboring Communities: Leverett is
within 10 or 15 minutes commuting time from Amherst and ap¬
proximately 30 minutes from Greenfield or Northampton* This
commuting time compares favorably with more heavily popu**
lated areas wherein commuting distances may be shorter, but
the commuting time is often longer*
Cost of Renting A Home: The cost of renting a home in
Leverett Is much lower than it is in the larger communities
in this area* The lower rents in Leverett could be an attrac¬
tion to people moving into the area*
Trend in Housing Construction: The number of dwellings

assessed in 1945 was 208, in 1954 it was 246* Six new homes
have been completed sinee January 1954 assessment*
are five under construction at the present time*

There
Five or

more new homes a year have been under construction since
19489 There has been an increase of 13$ of dwellings assessed
since 1945*
Possibilities of Increase in Housing Facilities:

An

unlimited expansibility of housing is possible in Leverett*
The extent of this expansion depends to a great degree upon
the amount of land made available for building lots by the
present owners and the cost of such land*
Soclal-Keoreational Opportunities: The oltlsens of this
community have made up for the lack of recreational facili¬
ties by organising a large number of social organisations
for children and adults*
\

Effect of Increased Sohool Opportunities:

The present

school has had an attracting influence rather than a deter¬
ring one on people moving into Leverett* This attracting in¬
fluence will continue if provision is made for the resulting
Increase in population*
Conclusions: The determining factors indicate continued
growth for Leverett*

That Leverett is a good town in which

to work or live is evident by the phenomlnal growth in popu¬
lation which has been taking place in the past few years*
The population of Leverett in 1945 was reported as 594* In
1950 it increased to 791*

There is every indication that

the peak population of 932 reached In 1355 will be surpassed
in the next decade*

The costs of owning or renting a home

in Leverett compares favorably with other localities and new
construction has been constant since 1943•

There are few

indications of decrease in rate of new construction and many
factors which could bring about an increase* The avallabil*
ity to large population areas and employment Indicate that
Leverett is a suitable residential area*

The grades 1*3

enrollment in I960 can conservatively be expected to be more
than double the 111 enrollment of 1950 as a direct result of
expected growth of Leverett*w

CHAPTER V
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

CHAPTER V
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
basis for Projecting Enrollment — One of the moat im¬
portant factora in the study and planning of a long range
school housing program is the expected future enrollment.
Future enrollment stands out in Importance because of the recent Increases in school population and because of the result¬
ing pressure upon existing school plants. A highly accurate
anticipation of future enrollent Is difficult to attainf
However, a valid indication of future growth is possible for
a few years in advance of actual future needs. Achieving this,
anticipation of school building requirements may be made.
Prediction of future enrollments must of necessity be
based upon known faots of existing conditions with due re¬
gard to the possible change in these conditions. The factors
which are especially applicable are population trend, births,
and past school enrollments.

The population trend has been

considered in Chapter IV of this study. An analysis of births
and past school enrollments is Included in this chapter.
Births — Children are present in Leverett because of
two facts:
1. They are boro in Leverett and remain there,
2. They move into Leverett before or after school age.
The birth rate, then, and the migration gain or loss determine
the enrollment. Changes in these effect changes in enrollment.
The direction of the changing conditions may be determined
with due regard to risks Inherent in any prediction.
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In the table below are listed the number of births re¬
corded In the records of the Town Clerk of Leverett for the
twenty year period beginning In 1935*
TABLE VII
Leverett Births

19

Year

Births

Year

Births

1935

12

1945

13

1936

10

1946

14

1937

12

1947

20

1938

12

1948

21

1939

10

1949

24

1914-0

10

1950

25

1941

23

1951

38

1942

12

1952

14

1943

13

1953

28

1944

12

1954

17

An analysis of the Leverett births during the twenty
year period tabulated above reveals a decided Increase in the
annual birth rate* During the period from 1935 to 191*1*# there
were 126 births recorded. During the period from 191*5 to 1954
there were 20i* births recorded. This Is an Increase of more
than 160$. In the five year period following 1935# there were
56 births recorded. During the next five years beginning in
191*0 there were 70 births recorded. This increased to 92 in
the period from 191*5 through 191*9. Moreover# from 1950 to
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the close of 1954 there were 112 births recorded* It may be
noted that during this latter five year period, there were
almost twice as many births recorded as during the five year
period beginning in 1935* This increase is not due merely to
an Increase in population, as analysis reveals a definite in¬
crease in birth rate during the twenty year period under
*

>

consideration*
A comparison between the number of births in a given
year and the number of children entering grade one after a
period of six years is of value in a study such as this* The
basic statistics required in such a comparison are presented
in Table VIII below*
TABLE VIII
Comparison of Births and Grade One Enrollments
Birth
Year

School
Year

1939

Births

Grade One
Enrollment

1945-46

20

23

3

1940

1946-47

10

14

4

1941

1947-48

23

18

-5

1942

1948-49

12

16

4

1943

1949-50

13

17

4

1944

1950-51

12

13

1

5

Gain

*

1945

1951-52

13

21

3

1946

1952-53

14

22

8

1947

1953-54

20

28

8

1948

1954-55

21

24

3

*
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The difference between the total number of births and
the total of grade one enrollments for the period considered
in Table VIII is 33 children*

Of this difference* 25% or

nine may be attributed to retardation* the balance of 29 or
approximately 75% of the total gain may be attributed to the
migration gain* It is evident that an increase in births per
year has led to an Increase in grade one enrollments* A
significant part of this Increase is due to migration gain*
The grade one enrollment for a

iven year may not bo accurate*

ly stated as the number of births six years previous with*
out modification*
Census of Pre-School Children •- A census of pre-school
age children was desirable in order to more accurately pre¬
dict the future grade one enrollments*

This census was made

under the direction of the School Building Needs Survey Group*
the work of whioh is taken up in Chapter VII of this study*
The pupils of grades seven and eight of the Leverett Con¬
solidated School served as census takers for the census of
pre-school age children* All pupil activities were supervised
by the author* The pupils began their preliminary planning on
November 17* 1954*

An analysis of the problem was made by

the class and the area of the Town was divided into four sec¬
tions* Each section was assigned to a census team headed by
a team leader* who coordinated activities wltliin the section*
The team leaders conferred with each other to Insure complete
coverage of the Town*

A pupil chairman served to help co¬

ordinate all activities Involved in the taking of the oensus
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and in the tabulation and analysis of information obtained.
Poor weather and a school holiday tended to limit the degree
of the analysis and study.
Forms were completed by 73 parents or guardians.

The

names, ages, and dates of birth of 126 children were recorded
*

on these forms.

Forms were not completed by an estimated

seven families in time for the report to the School Building
Needs Survey Group. However, the names and ages of the preschool children of these families were obtained indirectly.
Thus the total number of families recorded is 80 and the total
number of children recorded by census Is 138.

The average

number of children recorded on the basis of the 73 families
contacted directly is 1.72 pre-school children per family.
The average number of pre-school children recorded on the
basis of the 80 families contacted directly or indirectly
is also 1.72 pre-school children per family.
The following is a tabulation of the information obtained
i

.

by the census teams.
TABLE IX
Census of Pre-School Children, November 30, 1954
Children

Birth Year

Children

1949

35

1952

21

1950

20

1953

28

1951

28

1954

16

Birth Year

•
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The information obtained by a census of pre-school chil¬
dren may be used to predict the grade one enrollments for the
next six school years*
Past Sohool Enrollments — In order to determine the
expected future enrollments for the grades beyond grade one,
an analysis of past enrollments is necessary* Table X on the
following page lists the past enrollments for grades one
through eight for the years 1935 to 1955*
The projection of future enrollment based upon past en¬
rollment and the pre-school census may be made by means of
the percentage of survival technique* In the analysis of the
past enrollments, the number of children in grade two in a
given year Is taken as a percentage of the number of children
in grade one the previous year*

This is done for each year

of the given period* Similarly, the number of children in each
successive grade is expressed as a percentage of the number
of children in the prior grade during the previous year* Each
percentage is termed percentage of survival*

v.hen this Is

done for each year throughout the designated period, an arith¬
metical average is taken of all the percentages of survival
from grade one to grade two, grade two to grade three, and
so on to the desired grade levels* These average percentages
of survival are then applied in sequential order to enroll¬
ments beginning with grade one enrollments*
The projection of enrollments by the percentage of sur¬
vival technique is dependent upon two assumptions:
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Leverett Elementary School Enrollments
School
Year

1

2

3

.4
grades

5

6

7

8

Total
,

1935-36

15

14

22

17

11

10

13

13

115

1936-37

14

16

13

17

19

Ik

9

11

113

1937-38

13

16

11

17

10

17

14

10

108

1938-39

9

16

11

15

14

16

17

16

114

1939-40

14

11

14

13

14

11

14

14

105

1940-41

11

15

14

16

13

13

13

13

108

1941-42

17

12

10

13

13

14

14

11

104

1942-43

14

18

12

8

14

14

11

13

104

1943-44

13

20

13

14

10

12

14

12

108

1944-45

14

13

15

11

12

11

9

13

99

1945-46

13

13

12

13

12

10

11

9

93

1946-47

14

13

15

17

12

13

12

9

io5

1947-48

18

13

10

14

15

11

12

9

102

1948-49

16

16

13

10

14

13

12

9

103

1949-50

17

15

17

15

13

16

12

13

118

1950-51

13

18

10

14

15

13

16

12

111

1951-52

21

13

20

9

14

15

13

13

118

1952-53

22

16

13

17

9

15

17

12

121

1953-54

28

22

12

13

19

12

16

19

141

1954-55

24

28

21

16

19

18

11

17

154

1* The number of children boro In a given year and re-

- 6I4. siding in Levorett at the time of the census will be the same
as the number or children with the same birth year who will
be enrolled in grade one after a given lapse of time#
2# The children in grade one may be expected to move to
grade two the following year* to grade three the next year*
and so on through the rest of the grades#
•

*

'

rV*

...

*

K

The enrollments presented in Table X were analyzed in
the manner stated and the average percentages of survival
were determined for the various levels# These average per¬
centages of survival are listed in Tables XI below for the
base period 1935-1955* In addition, there are listed the
average percentages of survival for the progression from
birth to grade one and for the ten year periods 1935-1914.5
and 1945-1955 for comparison#
TABLE XI
Average Percentages of Survival
1945-1955
Percentage

Birth - 1

113.9

130.8

123.2

1-2

111.4

94.4

103.0

85.9

94.0

89.9

3-4

104.6

102.8

103.7

4-5

91.5

107.8

99.6

5-6

105.9

102 #9

101.9

6-7

95.0

102.5

98.8

co
•

95.8

93.1

94.5

tvI

1935-1945
Percentage

<*■>
i

Grade
Progression

1935-1955
Percentage

<>•
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Variations In the percentages of survival are due to a
number of factors which include variations in migration* re¬
tardation* and school drop outs in upper grades*
Projested Enrollment — Table XII below* shows the num¬
ber of pupils that may be expected to be in each grade for
several years in the future provided conditions which did
exist in the Town during the base period continue to exist*
as noted In the basic assumptions for this method*
1

TABLE XII
Projected Enrollments

School
Year

1

1955-56

27

23

26

21

1956-57

20

28

21

1957-58

28

21

1958-59

21

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-61*.
196lj.-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

Grades
5
5

Total
"6

7

8

15

ift

2ft

ift

162

27

21

15

1ft

23

170

25

22

27

21

15

13

172

29

19

26

22

27

21

1ft

175

28

22

26

19

26

23

27

20

191

17

29

20

27

19

26

25

26

189

18

26

20

27

20

26

2ft

16

27

20

27

20

25

16

27

21

27

18

16

27

20

26

17

27

19

16

26

3

16

ft
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The predicted enrollment for 1955-56 is an estimate derived from an annual pre-registration of pupils in May for
the following Septerabor* The average percentages were applied
to the 1955-56 expected enrollments in order to derive the
projections listed* The projected enrollment is a conserva¬
tive estimate based upon the number of ohlldren residing in
Leverett at the time of the projection* The result is con¬
siderably less than the projection whloh would have been ob¬
tained if the average percentage of survival from birth to
grade one had been used as a basis for projection*

Never-

the-less* there is every indication that the Increased en¬
rollment which has presented a problem Is not a temporary
situation* but will apparently continue and spread to all
grades under consideration* In September 1955# the increased
enrollment which has led to the need for an extra teacher for
grades one and two will have extended to grades three and
four* The same wave of enrollment will reach grades five and
six in September 1957 and grades seven and eight in September
1959 if the present conditions continue as indicated*

CHAPTER VI
FINANCIAL STATUS OF LEVERETT

CHAPTER VI
FINANCIAL STATUS OF LEVERETT
In a survey of school housing needs,

the desirable

sehool program must be given due consideration*

All phases

of the study must be analysed In the light of the education¬
al aspects involved* However, before a final, practical long
range plan Is formulated, the fiscal potential and status of
the Town must be considered a determining factor* An analy¬
sis of the financial status of Leverett will indicate the
ability of this Town to provide the financial support neces¬
sary for carrying out any long range plans which may be form¬
ulated* The willingness of a community to provide the neces¬
sary financial support can only be surmised* in this chapter,
the fiscal potential of Leverett in relation to Its school
housing needs will be analysed* Consideration will be given
to the taxable wealth of the Town, Bonded Indebtedness, and
State or Federal Aid, in addition to other factors whloh may
have a bearing on this particular phase of the study*
Taxable Wealth — The taxable wealth of a community Is
of prime importance in an analysis such as this*

The assessed

valuation of property indicates the financial strength of the
Town*

The total assessed valuation consists of the sum of

the total building valuation and the total land valuation,
which together make up the total real estate valuation, plus
the total personal property valuation*

The assessed valua¬

tions for the past ten years are presented in Table XIII which
follows on the next page*
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TABLE XIII
Assessed Valuationss Town of Leverett# 1945*54
Tax
Year

Total
Total
Total
Buildings Land
Heal
Valuations Valuations Estate
Valuation

Total
Personal
Property
Valuation

Total
Assessed
Valuation

1945

#182,155

9130,870

#313,025

#181,608

0494,833

1946

183,930

128,725

312,655

191,900

504,555

1947

215,930

148,325

364,255

194,458

558,713

1948

332,645

149,835

482,480

208,775

691,255

1949

339,145

141,895

481,040

195,029

676,069

1950

404,140

151,890

556,030

197,710

753,740

1951

430,130

150,324

580,454

193,616

774,070

1952

444,214

150,086

594,300

193,085

787,385

1953

453,770

148,605

602,375

196,714

799,089

1954

466,250

148,550

614,800

199,282

814,082

The total assessed valuation increased by $319#249 during
the period 1945*1954* This increase of approximately

65% was

due largely to the $301*775 increase in total real estate
assessed valuation#

The total personal property valuation

increased slightly but was irregular during the period under
consideration# The 1954 assessed valuation of personal pro*
perty is only slightly greater than that of 1934#

Irregular

tendencies may be noted in the total land valuations during
this period# The total land valuation for 1954 la slightly
less than the land valuation for 1934*

Total land valuations

6
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and total personal property valuations remain relatively eonN,

stant* The greatest gains then have resulted XTam Increased
building valuations« and It may be assumed that as buildings
a>>© constructed and existing buildings improved the greatest
gains will continue to be in this category#
The extent to which the property of Leverett has been
taxed is revealed In Table XIV which lists the tax rates
during the period from 1935 to 1954#
TABLE XIV
Tax Hate • Town of Leverett - 1935 to 1954
■

H

'

•;

Year

Tax Rate

Year

Tax Rate

1935

$36.50

1945

$5o.oo

1936

45.00

1946

45.oo

1937

35.00

194?

62#00

1938

38.00

1948

55.00

1939

34.00

1949

54.oo

1940

4i.oo

1950

62.00

1941

45.00

1951

62*00

1942

45.00

1952

67.00

1943

43.oo

1953

65.00

1944

48.00

1954

65.00

•

During the period considered In Table XIV* the tax rate
of Leverett has been maintained at a relatively high level#
The tax rate ranges from a low of

$54*00 in 1939 to the high

of $67*00 In 1952# It is Interesting to notef that even In
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1934, * depression year, the tax rate was $44*00. Although
the tax rate has been at times the highest in the state,
the assessors have carried out the policy of maintaining
low assessments on property and real estate. An analysis
of the Individual assessments on dwellings, for 19%, re¬
veals that more than half the buildings classified as houses
were assessed for SlfOO or less. Cottages and camps were not
tabulated in the analysis, but all were assessed for less
than $1000. Of houses assessed, more than 25% were assessed
for $1000 or lees. Less than 25% of the houses were assessed
for $2000 or more.
A comparison of the average building valuations per
dwelling assessed since 1945 suggests that a general Increase
in assessments have taken place from 1945 to 1951* The in¬
crease from year to year of total building valuation from
1951 to 1954 appear to result almost entirely from new con¬
struction rather than general Increase in assessments.

The

annual Increase in total building valuation during this latter
period is at the rate of approximately $2400 per additional
dwelling assessed.

It appears that the assessed valuations

listed by the board of assessors for dwellings constructed
between 1952 and 1954

approximately 20% of actual or

real present valuations.

It is customary in many communities

to assess dwellings at 75% of real valuation or selling
price. A change in policy of the board of assessors oould resuit in a great apparent increase in the total assessed val*

nation of Leverett with little real increase in value.
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Town Expenditures — Although an analysis of the taxable
wealth of a community presents an indication of the fiscal

strength of the community* an analysis of the town expendi¬
tures la desirable in order to modify previous indications*
A comparison of total town expenditures and total expenditures
for school maintenance are presented in Table XV* The total
property tax raised each year of the period considered in the
table below is included* as the net coat of operation is
indicated by these figures*
TABUS XV
Lever©tt Expenditures
Year

Total School
Expenditures

Total Town
Expenditures

Total
Property Tax

1945

$20,084.24

$61,817.99

$25,176.15

1946

21,505.24

69,348.26

20,695.32

1947

22,067.70

79,167.55

35.572.56

1948

22,920.25

89,134.91

38,349.35

1949

26,593.04

131,513.28

37,024.18

1950

32*326*00

117,067.12

37,143.88

1951

35,490.08

131,017.57

53,882.73

1952

33,090,87

131,731.43

53,177.61

1953

38,571.72

137,674.28

52,332.87

1954

47,549.35

134.495.21

58,310.11

Total school expenditures listed in Table XV do not in¬
clude expenditures for construction or debt retirement*

In
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the period from 1936 to 1945# school expenditures had increased approximately 45$# but in the ten year period corn**
pared, 1945 to 1954# school expenditures increased 137$# The
greatest Increase in school expenditures has occurred since
*

1949* During the sane period, 1945-1954# total town expend!**
tures Increased 118$ and total property tax increased 132^*
It Is interesting to note that although total school expendi*
tures Increased approximately the same ratio as total town
expenditures and total property t&c, the total school expen*
dltures per pupil increased only 45$ during the period# This
was an Increase from $160*67 per pupil in 1945 to $231*94
per pupil in 1954*
Further comparisons of total town expenditures and total
school expenditures reveal that school expenditures comprised
an average of 23#41$ of town expenditures in the period from
1935 to 1954# and 28*04$ in the period from 1945 to 1954*
Thus, although the total school expenditures had increased
by 137$ in the ten year period beginning in 1945# the ratio
*

i»

of school expenditures to town expenditures has remained
relatively constant* It is Interesting to note that the average net cost to the town for school expenditures comprised
approximately 31$ of the total property tax for the period
1945 to 1954*
Bonded Indebtedness — The total net funded debt* as of
December 31# 1954 of the Town of Beverett was $106,000#

The

entire debt is of the non-self-liquidating type* Of this
amount, $105,000 represents the outstanding Indebtedness on

-7kthe present Leverett Consolidated School which was completed
In

Hunicipal bonds amounting to $114.0,000 were issued

in 1949 for the necessary school construction* This debt is
being paid at the rate of $7000 a year* In 1951, an addition¬
al issuance of bonds valued at $2500 was made In order to
purchase an emergency power unit for Civil Defense purposes*
This debt is being paid at the rate of $500 per year, and
will be retired In 1956*
The available borrowing capacity of Leverett is calcu¬
lated by taking 5h of the average assessed valuation on real,
personal, and automobile properties for the preceding three
years, and deducting the amount of the current non-eelf-liquidating debt* Computation reveals that Leverett is current¬
ly #64*923 beyond the legal debt limit, with approval of the
state legislation* Thus, It is apparent, that special legis¬
lation by the General Court will be necessary to finance any
new or additional school construction at this time*
State Aid — The amount of financial assistance which
Leverett receives from the state for the operation of schools
is based upon the following provisions!
1* State Aid Bill - Chapter 70, to provide reimbursement
based on the amount of money appropriated by the town and
the number of pupils attending school*
2* All money appropriated for transportation less 05
per pupil is reimbursed to the town by the state*
3« The state pays the tuition for any state wards who
attend sohool in Leverett*
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The average reimbursement received by Leverett during
the period from 1950 to 1954 amounts to approximately $2$
of the total school expenditure• This reimbursement is large
as a result of the advantages given to small towns and to
towns of low valuation by the formula used to determine reimbursements under Chapter 70, and because a major part of the
total school expenditures of Leverett is due to transporta¬
tion costs which are largely reimbursed by the state#
State aid for school construction is provided by virtue
of the School Building Assistance Law of 194&# Ihe state will
provide an annual payment of a fixed percentage of the ini¬
tial bonded indebtedness to a town to finance school building
projects which are approved by the coranission# The town must
pay for all Interest charges on such loans# For local con¬
struction by a single town, the state support ranges from
20$ to 50$# For regional school construction by a group of
towns, the state support ranges from 35$ to 65$#

The state

provided for 49$ of the initial debt incurred as a result
of the construction of the present Leverett Consolidated
School#

Any new or additional construction by the Town of

Leverett which meets the approval of the commission will be
supported at approximately the same rate by the state#

CHAPTER VII
WORE OP THE SCHOOL BUILDING NEEDS SURVEY GROUP

CHAPTER VXI
WORK OP THE SCHOOL BUILDING NEEDS SURVEY GROUP
Background — The Leverett School Committee, in Its an*
nual report for the year ending Deoember 31* 1953* brought
the problem of increasing enrollment to the attention of the
citlsens of Leverett by noting the increase in the proposed
budget for 1954 due principally to the followings
"a# An increase of from 38 to 50 pupils in the room for
the grades 1 and 2, thus making it advisable to provide a
teaoher for each of these grades*
b, An Increase of 9*4$ In the overall cost of the new
three-year bus contracts* There was a small extension of
the routes and each carrier was obliged to provide greater
bus space in order to accommodate the greater numbers of pu¬
pils attending both the primary and secondary schools*
c* An lnorease of 8*8^ in tuition* This Is due to in/

creased numbers of secondary school pupils, as well as rais¬
ing in tuition rates at the Amherst Junior and Senior High
Schools,"
Hr* William J* Edgar, Superintendent of Schools, in his
annual report for 1953 pointed out, "The overcrowding of
grades one and two was taken care of this year by the intro¬
duction of two teachers In this room* «*• However, this ar¬
rangement does not solve the problem because as this large
enrollment moves to the next room, it creates a similar pro¬
blem* I recommend that a survey of the school situation and
its needs be undertaken*"

*
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The author* In hie annual report of the principal for
1953# repeated the problem of increased enrollment# "The
year 1953 brought about an Increased enrollment which re*
suited in a very overcrowded classroom for pupils of grades
one and two#

Although another classroom was not provided*

the services of another teacher were made available In or*
der to lessen the educational disadvantages brought about
by the large enrollment# The problems brought on by abnorm*
ally large enrollment although difficult* are not unique to
Leverett* since many other localities with new schools have
faced this same situation# It is apparent that the bulge of
the present enrollment will continually be passed along
through the grades* and the trend is toward increasing en¬
rollment at all levels#”
The oltlsens of Leverett were advised by the 1952*.
School Report that the "major concern during the past year
was the continued Increase in the numbers of children of
school and pre-school age in Leverett# The former resulted
in a further crowding at the elementary school and a form¬
idable inorease In secondary sohool tuition oostss the lat¬
ter led to intensive studies of future needs#”
Organisation — As the crowded olassroom conditions be¬
came more acute* the Sohool Committee and the Superintendent
of ftohools agreed that positive steps should be taken toward
the satisfactory solution to the problem#

The School Com¬

mittee was induced to place the various aspects of school
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planning upon a broader basis, by extending its contacts with
the citizens of Leverett*

In October 1954# the School Com¬

mittee invited some town groups to select representatives to
meet with the School Committee and Superintendent, thus to
form an unofficial school planning committee here-in refer¬
red to as the School Building Needs Survey Group or School
Survey Group*
It was the intention of the School Committee and the
Superintendent that the School Survey Group would consist
of a comparatively small number of definitely interested in¬
dividuals In order that a more efficient group would result
with a possible accelerated plan of attack* A survey of the
problem had already been initiated by the author, and as the
School Committee and Superintendent were aware of the pro¬
gress of the survey, it seemed likely that the materials
prepared previous to the organization of the School Survey
Group would help to facilitate the work of the group*
The School Building Needs Survey Group consisted of
representatives of the Selectmen, the Assessors, and the
Parent Teachers Association combined with the School Com¬
mittee and the Superintendent of Schools* The members of
this group are listed in Table XVI which is presented on
the following page*
Initial Meeting — The first meeting of the School
Survey Group was held in the Leverett Consolidated School
on November 9, 1954*

Dr.Carl S* Hoys was elected chairman

•* /r>

•
.*

•

»
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TABUS XVI
The School Building Needs Survey Group
Name of Member

Group Represented

Mrs* Carol Bllnn

Parents} P*T*A*

Mr* Francis G* Clarfella

Teachers; P*T*A*

Mr* William J* Edgar

Superintendent

Mr* Carlyle Field

Assessors

Mr* Rlohard L* Glazier

Parents; P*T*A*

Mr* Wayne Howard

Selectmen

Mrs* Eleanor Kamys

School Committee

Mrs* Frances King

Parents; P*T*A*

Mrs* Clifford LaClalre

School Committee

Dr* Carl 3* Roys, Chairman

School Committee

of the group, Mr* Richard L# Glazier was elected recording
secretary, and Mrs* Eleanor Kamys was elected corresponding
secretary* Dr* Roys explained the purpose of the group and
the nature of the problem under consideration*
Mr* William J* Edgar, who served as educational adviser,
spoke of the value of long range planning and a projection
of enrollment to at least I960*

A census of pre-school

children was suggested* It was agreed that the author would
be re sponsible for the census and that the pupils of grades
would be utilized in this assignment*

- 81 The disouasion which followed was baaed on the premise
that the pre-school census would reveal a definite trend to¬
ward continuing crowded conditions* Consideration was given
to the possibility of eliminating the problem by September
1955m It was noted that one of the most Important delibera<

»

«

tlons would be that concerned with alternate plans* The fol•

*

lowing alternate plans were offered by the group*
1* Double Session;
2* Four room addition to provide one classroom for each
■*

of grades 1-Bj
3m Two room addition and joining a 7*12 grade regional
school so as to provide one room for each of the re¬
maining grades;
4* Modification of the present storeroom* cafeteria and/
»

•

or gymnasium to provide additional classrooms;
5m

Acquire town offices* located in school* for class¬
room use;

6. Remove wall between cllnlo room and teachers room to
provide classroom space;
7* Use stage as classroom;
B. Use other town buildings for classrooms*
A discussion of each alternative plan was begun at this
meeting and continued to the next meeting*

The advantages

and disadvantages which suggested themselves were listed*
Those considered as the most likely alternative plans are;
A* Double Session;
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1« Advantages!
a* Inexpensive
b. high reimbursement on transportation
c# immediate operation possible
2« Disadvantages:
a. involves added transportation
b* upsets family program
c. educational soundness questioned
d* pupil fatigue
e# unfinished work by pupils
f* boo early rising
g« curtails lunch program
B« Addition of two rooms:
1* Advantages:
a* immediate and long range advantage
b# possibility of one grade per room
c# town will receive more reimbursement
d. educationally sound
2. Disadvantages:
a* cost $50#000 • $55#000
b* town already has debt on present building
c» may not be ready by September 1955
d. effect on tax rate
C. Modification of Storeroom:
1. Advantages:
a* meets immediate needs

*
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b« cost estimated to be $5*000
2• Disadvantages:

a* no natural lighting
b# need for sound proofing
Cm need for finish work
dm extension of beating system required

e* inadequate ventilation
f* no state aid
g. another storage area will be required
h» meets immediate needs only
Dm Modification of Auditorium-Gymnasium:
lm Advantages:

a* room for two classrooms
b# use of movable partition possible
2m Disadvantages:

a. partition cost may be $3*000- $4*000
b* heating problem
c* town social activities would suffer
dm limits school activities

e. lighting problem
f* no state aid
The remaining time of the meeting was spent in giving
consideration to the long range plan which may serve the
school and community* Discussion resolved itself to three
possibilities*
The first possibility was to convert to a 1-6 grade

*

- 81*. system with one grade per room, and to take part In a re¬
gional group for grades 7-12# This plan would require the
addition or the availability of two or more classrooms. It
was pointed out that grades 7~8 pupils could not be sent to
the schools of another town on a tuition basis except on a
temporary emergency measure.
The second possibility was to add four rooms and con¬
tinue on a grade 1-8 basis with grades 9-12 remaining on a
tuition basis to Amherst or New Salem,
The third possibility was to add four rooms and con¬
tinue on a grades 1-8 basis and to take part in a regional
group for grades 9-12,
Meeting of November 16, 1954 — During the meeting of
November 16, 1954# census forms were passed out and discus¬
sion of their completeness and use followed. It was decided
to publish the announcement of the planned census In the
newspapers serving this area in order to Inform the parents
of the groups plans.
Consideration was given to the need for further detailed
investigating and reporting of various aspects of the overall
problem. The sub-committees which were appointed to inves¬
tigate specific areas are*
1, Sub-committee to investigate alterations to the pre¬
sent school building,
2, Sub-committee to investigate additions to the pres¬
ent school building and use of other town buildings $
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3* Subcommittee to present future predictions and trends,
4* Sub-committee on public relations,
5# Sub-committo© on pre-school census#
The regional school plans which were being considered
in the neighboring communities were discussed#

Hr# Edgar

read a letter concerning the Amherst-Pelham Regional School
plans# It was noted that the Regional Committee of Leverett
would have to act within the next six weeks, before the con¬
tract is awarded in Amherst, if Leverett wished to enter the
region before conetruetion was begun on the high school#
i .

Meeting of November 30# 195k -• The report of the Sub¬
committee on pre-school census was presented at this meeting,
and la reproduced in Chapter V of this study#
Hr# Edgar reported to the group that he had been in¬
formed by Hr# Marshall that the same reimbursement would be
granted to Leverett for an addition as was granted for the
original building, namely
Dr# Roys reported on the effect a $50,000 expenditure
would have on the tax rate of Leverett# At an assumed pay¬
ment rate of $1,275 principal per year for twenty years, and
the initial interest payment $500 at 1£ interest, then the
tax rate would increase $2.22 per $1,000 assessed valuation#
The tax rate for the same amount but at %$% interest would
be Cl#91 per $1,000 assessed valuation, or an average of
®1#59 increase per $1,000 assessed valuation over a twenty
year period#

Report of Alterations Sub-Committee —* Hr* Howard pre¬
sented an oral report of the findings of the Sub-committee
to investigate alterations to the present school building,
of which a summary follows*
The cost of installing partitions in the cafeteria for
classroom use and remodeling the store room for use as a
cafeteria would be from $2,000 to $3#000* This would provide
one classroom in place of the present cafeteria*

The addi¬

tional cost for electrical work necessary was estimated to
be $1,000* The estimate would not include any additional
costs for chalkboards, bulletin boards, or any other equip¬
ment which would be required*
The approximate cost of remodeling the auditorium for
classroom use was placed at 37»£00* This cost was consid¬
ered too great for value received* The heating problem is
difficult to overcome and would be extremely expensive be¬
fore satisfactory results could be expected* Heat loss is
great in this area, and this would be a definite disadvan¬
tage* The present lighting facilities arc inadequate for
classroom use*
The committee suggested that of the two possibilities
considered, it would be more feasable to use the storeroom .
after modification as a cafeteria and partition the present
cafeteria so that it may servo as two classrooms# The re¬
porting coiwsittee noted that this would only serve in a
temporary nature and the adequacy of the also of the result¬
ing classrooms in the cafeteria was questioned#
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Mrs. Kamys presented a brief report of the activities
of the Leverett Regional Planning Board* A discussion followed concerning the possibility of sharing facts, figures,
findings, or other information with the Leverett Regional
Planning Board, as the two studies revolved about similar
axis and an understanding of the complete planning program
was necessary to both groups*
The report of the Sub-committee on future predictions
was presented during this meeting, and is summarised in
Chapter XV,Population Trends, of this study*
Meeting; of December 11^ 195k •- The Regional School
%

Planning Board met with the School Building Needs Survey
Group. Mr. Bernhard Dirks, architect of the present school,
was present at the request of the School Survey Group* Dis¬
cussion of a proposed addition to the present school followed*
Kr* Dirks thought it might be possible to have an addition
to the present building completed by September 1955* Prelim¬
inary plans of a two room addition to the present school
building wero presented by Mr* Dirks, who consented to pre¬
pare then at the request of the Sub-comaittee to investigate
addition to the present school building* Mr. Dirks estimated
that the cost for tho proposed two room addition would be
$50,000 - 060,000, which was approximately the estimate made
at an earlier meeting by the School Survey Group*
Conclusions Resulting from the Meetings — As a result
of this and earlier meetings, the School Survey Group con-
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eluded that the construction or a two room addition would
beet serve the needs of the community and the school# A recommendation was made by the group# stating that a special
town meeting should be held early in January 1955 in order
to appropriate funds for an addition soon enough to allow
for possible completion of construction of a two classroom
addition by September 1955*
The addition of the two rooms appears tc be the most eco¬
nomical long range plan and the most satisfactory education¬
ally* The success of this plan is dependent upon the entrance
or acceptance of Levcrett into the Amherst-*elh&m Regional
School District# It is the conclusion of the group that the
regional plan# in a sonse# pays for Itself when present and
future tuition costs are taken into consideration#
The possibility of adding four rooms and continuing
a grades 1-8 school is not recommended due to educational
disadvantages and limitations# and excessive costs of con¬
struction duo to limitations of the present heating pl&nt#
Remodeling of the present structure is not recommended#
Remodeling costs to the present structure would amount to
approximately £10*000 and no state aid would be available to
the town for such construction#
It was further recomended that the chairman of the two
major committeas# namely: the School Building Weeds Survey
Group and the Leverott Regional Planning Board# meet to co¬
ordinate plans for tho presentation of the facta and reoom-
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raendationa to the citisens of Leverett, and to insure the
inclusion of the necessary articles in the next town meet¬
ing warrant#

/
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CHAPTER VIII
INVESTIGATING AND BUILDING COMMITTEE
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INVESTIGATING AND BUILDING COMMITTEE

Formation of the Committee - As a result of the work
of the School Building Needs Survey Group, necessary steps
were taken to insure the presentation of an article In the
warrant of a town meeting less than two weeks after the final meeting of the Survey Group so that the cltisens of
Leverett would have an opportunity to vote for or against
the formation of an Investigating and Building Committee*
Thus, at the Special Town Meeting of December 23# 1954#
the townspeople of Leverett voted "to Instruct the Modera¬
tor to appoint five persons, one of whom shall be a member
of the School Committee, to serve as an Investigating and
Building Committee for addition or alteration to an elemen¬
tary school* Said Committee to have a report ready to pre¬
sent at the next annual town meeting*"
The Moderator advised the clerk that he had appointed
the following committees
Chester S* Woodard
Wayne A, Howard
Carl S* Hoys
Elmer C* Osgood, chairman
John D* Swenson
w

Two of the members of this committee had served as

K

members of the School Survey Group, and one of the members
had served as a member of the Leverett Regional School Dist¬
rict Planning Committee, Thus, it could be assumed that the
Investigating and Building Committee at the time of its ap¬
pointment was already enlightened to a considerable degree
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as to the work of the School Survey Group and the Regional
School Planning Committee* It could be further assumed that
a policy of immediate action would continue and the in*
structlon "to have a report ready to present at the next an*
nual town meeting" would be carried out* although the time
available for the preparation was a little more than one
month*
The committee was able to meet a number of times to re*
view information already obtained* consider conclusions al*,
ready reached* make any further investigations necessary*
meet with the architect* confer with the Superintendent of
Schools* form its own conclusions or recommendations* and
prepare a report for presentation at a public open meeting
and at the annual town meeting*
Report of the Investigating and Building Committee •• At
the Annual Town Meeting of February 12, 1955* under Article
22 of the town meeting warrant* it was voted to hear the re*
port of the Investigating and Building Committee which foil*
owsi

*

The Committee has investigated the necessity for addl*
tlonal class room space and has found there is a real need
for a classroom per grade* This means the provision in some
way of four new classrooms*
This committee has considered alterations to the present
building as well as additions thereto* It is convinced that
alterations to provide classroom space will be makeshift* un*
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satisfactory, and relatively costly to the town* An addition
of more than two rooms to the present building will require
additional heating facilities* The committee also believes
that the best and least costly solution to the overall school
problem for the Town Includes the joining of the Amherst*
Pelham Regional School District* Doing this will relieve the
necessity of providing at the elementary school two of the
four additional rooms needed*
The committee therefore recommends the building of two
additional classrooms with necessary facilities at the north
end of the present building* Preliminary plans for such an
addition have had tentative acceptance by the State Building
Commission*
It is estimated that the total cost of such an addition
will not exceed $60,000* It is proposed to borrow money on
a plan similar to that used for the present school, which
money Is to be paid back with the assistance of the state,
over a period of twenty years*
The above report, as read by Dr* Osgood, was accepted
by vote of the meeting* In addition, under Article 23 of the
Town Meeting warrant it was further voted "to raise and ap¬
propriate the sum of $60,000 for addition and alteration to
the present sohool building," This article was not consid¬
ered to be sufficient or satisfactory by many, but was voted
upon positively in order to make evident the will of the
meeting* At a later Special Town Meeting of April 12, 1955

*
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the above vote was rescinded and the following vote was
voted under Article ( of that meeting* nVoted that the
sura of §60*000 be raised and appropriated for the purpose
of constructing an addition to the present elementary school
building and for originally equipping and furnishing said addition and that to meet said appropriation the sum §1*015
bo appropriated from the sale of real estate fund} the sum
of §220 be appropriated from the post war rehabilitation
fund} the sura of §98*62 be appropriated from the balance in
the school construction account} the cum of $1*666*>3 be
appropriated from the overlay surplus account} and the sum
of $7*000 be appropriated from available funds in the trees**
ury; and the treasurer with the approval of the selectmen
be and hereby is authorised to borrow the sum of $50*000
under authority of Chapter 645 of the Acts of 19i|B as amended and to issue note of the town therefor payable in ac¬
cordance with the provisions of Chapter 44 of the General .
Laws* so that the whole loan shall be paid in not more than
20 years from the date of issue of the first note*"
A complete report of the progress of this committee to
the final stages of construction of the proposed addition is
not within the scope of this work* However* it is normal for
a number of special town meetings to be held for the purpose
of completing all the legal transactions necessary for con¬
struction* It appears at this writing that an article will
be necessary authorising the Investigating and Building Com-

- 95 raittee to enter into all necessary contracts to carry out
construction* furnishing* and equipping of the proposed
addition# At this writing* the final plans are near com¬
pletion and preparations are being made to present these
plans for bid by construction contractors#

• >v *

*
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CHAPTER XX
REGIONAL SCHOOL PLANNING
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CHAPTER IX
REGIONAL SCHOOL PLANNING
As Leverefct is a town which has no high school within
its bordersf the educational needs of the secondary school
pupils of Leverett are served by Amherst High School# Amherst
Junior High School# and New Salem Academy* Although this
study has been concerned with elementary schools of Leverett
for the most part# attention must be given to the secondary
school needs In order to help assure successful long range
planning* This chapter presents a summary of the planning
and consideration given to regionallsatlon in the interests
of the educational needs of the secondary school pupils of
Leverett*
Regional Planning Board of 1951 «*• Oh Hay 29# 1951# a
Regional School District Planning Board was appointed in
Amherst# and on June 6# 1951# similar boards were appointed
in Pelham and Hadley* At a special Town Meeting# held on
August 25# 1951# Leverett voted to accept a proposal made by
the Town of Amherst to Join a planning board to form a re~
rlonal school district# The approval of the voters led to
the formation of the Leverett Regional Planning Board of 1951#
The Board originally consisted of five members# but was later
reorganised as only three members were to actively participate
It was the work of each planning board or planning commit
tee to meet with other planning boards#or planning committees#
from other towns for the purpose of arriving at an agreement*
This agreement was to be concerned with the formation of a
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Regional School District at the secondary school level*
The following boards were appointed by their respective
communities:
Pelham

Loverett
1. Mrs* Varnum J« Abbott

1* Grace C« Kimball

2* Mrs* Julian W* Rice

2* Eugene Ward

3* Dr* Elmer C* Osgood

3* Marie K* Yogian
Amherst

Hadley
1* Earnest W* Hibbard

1* Peter J* Coyne

* ■

2. Edwin M* Podolak

2* Arnold D* Rhodes

3* William Em Dwyer

3* Robert E* Brown

The Amherst and Pelham boards held several meetings to9

gether and then Invited the School Committees of Leveretfc,
Shutssburyf and Sunderland to attend meetings and discuss
proppects of entering a regional school district* The ini<

*
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tlal meetings of the regional boards listed above were held
in Amherst on 27-31 August 1951* The Amherst and Pelham re¬
presentatives presented a history of the development of the
regional school plan and of the planning board to Leverett
and Hadley and other representatives at these meetings*
Discussion of figures which were made available on the
comparative costs of the various combinations of the differ¬
ent towns entering the district took place at a meeting on
September 5# 1951* The figures showed that a combination of
Amherst-Pelham-Leverett would make possible at that time a
42*89/o state aid with Amherst paying 92# of the costs, Lave-

- 99 rett 3% and Pelham 5#«
The board planned a draft agreement which was to be coneidered by the voters of the participating towns# At a meet¬
ing of September 13, 1951# It was agreed that the towns de¬
cide at the next meeting whether they wished to enter an
agreement# At the next meeting, which was held on September
20, 1951# only Amherst and Pelham decided to go ahead with
plans# Several factors led to this decision#
1# Levarett had not appointed a planning committee that
met the standard qualifications under the General Laws and
the Amherst-Pelham Planning Board felt the bond issue would
not be approved if they attempted to enter a region with such
a committee#
2# The boards from Amherst and Pelham desired an accept¬
ance or rejection of the plan by the voters of the various
towns not later than November 1# 1951#
3# Hr# John Marshall# Chairman of the School Building
Assistance Commission at Boston, suggested that it might be
better to immediately organise a nuclear regional unit con¬
sisting of Amherst and Pelham as this would expedite the for¬
mation of a regional school district which could eventually
include neighboring towns in the Amherst-Pelham area#
Amherst,on December 7# 1951# voted against accepting
the proposed agreement for the establishment of a regional
school district of Amherst and Pelham#

The agreement was

accepted, however, by the Pelham voters on the same date# As
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become effective•
At the annual Town Meeting of Leverett on February 2#
1952# a report was presented by the Leverett Regional Plan¬
ning Board of 1951* The report stated that the board had
met with Amherst from August 27# 1951 to September 27# 1951
for six meetings* It was further reported that Amherst and
Pelham had decided to attempt the region alone# and member¬
ship with Leverett was dissolved* With the acceptance of this
report# the work of this committee was completed*
Leverett Regional School Dlotrlot Planning Committee —
Plane for participating in a region were set aside until the
activity Which either continued or developed in neighboring
communities caused the interest which was latent in Leverett
to stir and become kinetic* The result was the approval of
the formation of a regional school district planning board
in Leverett at a special Town Meeting of November 13# 1954•
Under Article 4# it was voted to instruct the moderator to
appoint three persons# one of whom shall be a member of the
School Committee to serve as an unpaid board in compliance
with sections 14*16 of the General Laws as ammended by Chapt¬
er 638 of the Acts of 1949 said committee to be known as the
Leverett Regional School District Planning Committee* The
moderator appointed the following boards
1* Mrs* Eleanor K* Kamys# chairman
2* Mr* James P« Reed
3« Mr* John D* Swenson
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This regional school district planning board took the
necessary steps to Investigate the various regional plans
being formulated in neighboring communities, attended meet¬
ings with other planning boards, and also met with the group
investigating the elementary school housing needs,
A forum was held on December 20, 1955# at the Leverett
Consolidated School, to whloh all interested voters of Lev*
erett were invited. The preliminary report of the Leverett
Regional District Planning Committee was presented and dis¬
cussed at this forum.
This report presented the recommendations and considera¬
tions of the planning committee, based upon information ob¬
tained from conversations with representatives of neighboring
towns, state officials, and the school superintendent. It was
further reported that the planning committee had investiga¬
ted various regional groups including the Amherst-Pelham
Regional School System; Orange-Erving-New Salem Group; the
Conway-Deerfleld-Sunderland-Whately Group; and had considered
the possibility of a region within the present school union
consisting of the towns of Ervlng, New Salem, Shutesbury,
Wendell, and Leverett,
The advantages of a Junior-senior high school were pre¬
sented, These advantages includes
1, The consolidation of the 7th and dth grades in a re¬
gional school would help solve the elementary school housing
problems of Leverett by releasing one room in tho already
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overcrowded elementary school*
2* It would provide a better educational programs
a* By handling of the grade 7-8 students In a re¬
gional school It will enable them to compete
educationally on even terms with children from
larger schools*
b* The pupils will have the advantages of a broader
and more complete educational program both aca¬
demically and vocationally at substantially less
cost than the present tuition rates*
o* It provides the opportunities for guidance which
are so necessary for youngsters of the Junior
high school age fluid are Impossible to have in a
small school*
d* The students would have the Instructional advan¬
tages of the most modem type of equipment*
3* Regionalism provides for local ownership fluid control!
a* It abolishes high tuition payments to schools in
which we have no representation*
b* It eliminates the need for depending on neigh¬
boring communities to educate our children* It
provides for local ownership and control through
representation from the town on the regional
school committee*
o* Larger school systems are able to attract and
hold teachers of excellent training*

• 103 d. It eliminates the possibility of our students
being barred from enrollment in the neighbor¬
ing high schools because of high enrollments
of students from towns with regional membership*
4* Regionalism provides additional financial benefits#
a* It provides up to 100?4 reimbursement on trans¬
portation*
b# It provides an additional reimbursement on
Chapter 70 funds* The additional reimbursement
based on the 1953 reimbursement would be §1*349#
d* It provides for lower construction costs as the
state aid for regionalism ranges from 35# to 65#*
whereas for individual towns It ranges from 0#
to 50#*
e* It reduces the operating costs because of a more
efficient teacher load* class else* and the
greater use of facilities*
f* The annual operating cost per pupil under the
Regional School Flan has been estimated by the
state to be §235#00*
The Committee pointed out that the Regional JuniorSenior High School system would provide better educational
opportunities at a lower cost per pupil# The Committee re¬
quested authority to take steps necessary to insure admit¬
tance into the school region of the voters choice*

*
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At the special Town Meeting of Leverett on December 23#
1955# it was voted to petition Arnherst-Pelhara Regional School
District to allow Leverett to be admitted to the district#
The Town of Shutesbury at an earlier date had also voted to
petition for membership in this district#
It was necessary to amend the Amherst-Pelh&ra agreement
in order to admit either or both towns of Leverett and Shutesbury to the region# The Atnherst-Polhan Regional District
School Committee submitted the proposed amendments to the
bond counsel for approval, and in turn approved the proposed
ammendment by the necessary two-thirds vote#
It then became necessary for the Town of Amherst and
Pelham to approve the proposed ammendment at their annual
town meetings# It was also necessary for Leverett as well
as Shutesbury to vote to accept the Amherst-Pelham agreement
and the proposed ammendment at their annual town meetings#
In order to assure proper procedure and in order to avoid any
possibility of errors# ommlsslons# or illegal actions which
might jeopardise the educational program of either or both
the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District or the petition¬
ing towns of Leverett and Shutesbury# legal counsel prepared
suggested articles for the town meeting warrants of the parti¬
cipating towns# The articles were amended in ouch a manner
that if either or both the towns of Leverett or Shutesbury
accepted or rejected the plan# a regional group consisting
of the approving towns could continue to function#
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Each participating town, at its regular town meeting
in 1955$ approved the necessary articles and ammendmenta*
Thus, there now exists the Regional School District compris¬
ing the towns of Amherst, Leverett, Pelham, and Shutesbury,
and which will serve the educational needs of the juniorsenior high school pupils of the member towns*
•
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction «•* During the first half of the twentieth
century, the elementary school pupils of Leverett were
housed In one and two room school buildings which had been
constructed before the turn of the century*

Although the

townspeople had been urged to construct a modem school, no
positive action was taken until the construction of the
present Leverett Consolidated School, which was completed In
1950* This school houses grades 1*8, and the pupils of grades
9*12 attend either the Amherst High School or New Salem
Academy on a tuition basis*
By 1953, an unforeseen Increase In enrollment had caused
serious overcrowding In the new elementary school*

This

study was Initiated with the following objectives*
1* To help bring to the attention of the community the
serious problem of overcrowding which faces them and to a*
waken them that action may be begun within the community and
by the cltlsens of the community*
2* To make available Information, facts, and findings,
which could be of value to any group appointed or elected
to make a study of the problem*
3» To determine the solution or solutions to the problem*
Present School Plant •• The present school plant is a
modern structure Ideally suited for 111 pupils* It consists
of four classrooms, a cafeteria, an auditorlum»gymnaslum, and
an adminlstratlve*health unit*

The playground Is adequate

- 108 for a much larger enrollment than presently housed*
Remodeling of the auditorlum, cafeteria, or other parte
of the building for classroom use is considered economically
unsound*

A four room addition could not be served by the

present heating and other service units*

The addition of

two rooms appears to be the most economical long range plan
\

and the most satisfactory educationally* This plan, however.
Is dependent upon the entrance of Leverett Into the Amherst*
Pelham Regional School District*
Population Trends — The 1945 state oensus revealed the
lowest ebb in population for over 150 years of the history
of Leverett* During the five years following the 1945 census,
the population Increased to such an extent that It is, except
for the latest 1955 census of 855# the highest census re*
corded for Leverett since 1875*
Following World War II, there was a sharp Increase In
the number of births In Leverett* During the period from
1945*1954 there were 86 live births In excess of deaths listed
as compared to 12 for the previous ten year period*
There has been a significant Increase In population
of Leverett as a result of the growth of the University of
Massachusetts* Further growth of the University will effect
further Increase In the population of Leverett*
The rate of construction of new homes has been reason*
ably constant In Leverett sinoe 1949# Unlimited expansiblll*
ty of housing Is possible In Leverett*
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There is every indication that the peak population of
982 reached in 1855 will be surpassed in the next decade*
Sohool Enrollment

The ideal enrollment of 111 pupils

occurred only in 1950# the first year in which the Leverett
Consolidated School was in operation*

The enrollment in*

creased steadily to the overcrowded conditions and the 154pupils enrolled in 1954* A conservative estimate places the
I960 enrollment at I89 pupils*

If the present practice of

housing two grades In each of the four classrooms continues*
the excessive enrollment of approximately 50 pupils In the
grades 1*2 classroom will be repeated In the grades 3-4 class*
»

room by September 1955* Ihe excessive enrollment will reach
<

the grades 5-6 classroom by 195? and the grades 7*8 by 1959*
There is every indication that the increased enrollment is
not a temporary situation* but as it progresses from grade
to grade* will remain reasonably constant In each grade*
Financial Status of the Town — Leverett has maintained
a low assessment of property rate and a high tax rate for
many years*

The total assessed valuation Increased from

#494*833 in 1945 to #814*082 in 1954# an Increase of approxi¬
mately 65£*

The tax rate has ranged from a low of #34 in

1939 to the high of #67 per #1*000 assessed valuation in 1952*
More than half the buildings classified as housed were assessed
for $1500 or less in 1954*

The average assessed valuations

for dwellings constructed between 1952 and 1954 appear to
be only approximately 20^ of real valuation*
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Total school expenditures and total town expenditures
have increased at approximately the same rate* The school
expenditures have averaged 28#01$ of total town expenditures
during the period from 1945 to 1954*
^

<”r

The present bonded Indebtedness of Leverett* amounting
to §106*000* is beyond the present debt limit of the town#
Special legislation by the General Court Is necessary to
finance new or additional school construction#
Leverett has the advantage of high reimbursement from
the state for the operation of its schools* or for any
approved school construction which it finds neoessaxy to
make#
On the basis of 1954 valuation* the tax rate increases
by §1*23 for each §1000 expended as actual cost to the Town#
For each §1000 expended for school construction* the state
will reimburse the Town §490# For each §10*000 of twentyyear serial bonds at 2 3/1$ interest* the total tax rate for
the first year would increase §#953* For school construction
totaling §60*000* the total tax increase for the first year
would amount to approximately §2#86 per §1000 valuation#
Work of Committees — A School Building Needs Survey
Group was organised in October 1954 under the leadership
of the School Committee# This group investigated the prob¬
lem under consideration* made recommendations* Informed the
public* and made the necessary preparations so that immedi¬
ate action could be taken by the townspeople toward a satis-

1X1
factory solution* This group concluded that the construction
of a two room addition would best serve the needs of the com*
munity* This group favored entrance of Leverett into a re*
gional high school district*
The Leverett Regional School District Planning Committee
was appointed by vote of the Town Meeting of November 195k*
This planning board took the necessary steps to investigate
various regional plans being formulated In the neighboring
communities* attended meetings with other planning boards*
and also met with the School Building Needs Survey Group*
l'he Planning Board recommended entrance into a regional
junior-senior high school district* It requested authority
to take the steps necessary to insure admittance into the
school region of the voters choice*
Results ** As a result of the work of the committees*
groups* and individuals concerned with school housing needs
of Leverett* the objectives of this problem have been met*
‘fhe citisens of Leverett, at a special Town Meeting of Dec¬
ember 23* 195k# voted to sppolnt an Investigating and Build*
lng Committee for addition or alteration to on elementary
school* This committee continued the Investigation begun by
the School Building Needs Survey Group and confirmed the re*
ports and recommendations of the Survey Group* On tbs basis
of the factors presented in this study the Committee recom¬
mended the building of two additional classrooms with neces*
sary facilities at the north end of the present building*
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Under Article 23 of the Annual Town Meeting of February
12* 1955# the sum of #60*000 for this addition was appropria¬
ted * To meet said appropriation* the sum of $1*015 was ap¬
propriated from the sale of real estate fund; the sum of
$220 was appropriated from the post war rehabilitation fund;
the sum of $93*62 was appropriated from the balance of the school construction account; the sum of $1*666*33 was appro¬
priated from the overlay surplus account; and the sum of
$7#000 was appropriated from available funds in the treasury*
The treasurer was authorised to borrow the sum of $50*000
and to issue notes of the town therefor*
At this writing* all preliminary preparations have been
made* and bids will be accepted by the Committee on June 6*
1955* The bids will be opened by the Building Committee on
June 10* 1955* A model of the Leverett Consolidated School
with the proposed addition is presented In ?late VII below*

PLATE VII
Model of Leverett Consolidated School With Proposed Addition

At the regular town meeting In February 1955# It was
voted to enter the Regional School District comprising the
Towns of Amherst, Pelham, Shutesbury, and Leverett, This re¬
gional school will serve the needs of the junior and senior
high school pupils of the participating towns,

Upon comple¬

tion of the regional school, in 1956, the pupils of grades

7-3 which are now served by the elementary school will attend
the regional school. At that time, the Deverett Consolidated
School will then be reorganised to serve only grades 1-6,
with each classroom housing a single grade. Thus, the final
step of this stage of the long range planning for Leverett
Schools will take place in 1956,
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